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We are back to in-person meetings at the
Manningham. Please see the website for details.

MESSAGGI IMPORTANTI #2
Another round of membership packs and cards
will be sent out shortly. If you joined the club
recently and/or haven’t received your DOC pack
yet, expect to receive it soon.

MESSAGGI IMPORTANTI #3
Member profiles: if you can spare 5min, click the
following link and help your Desmoto editor and
fellow members by submitting a member profile
for the next magazine:
https://forms.gle/Yft9fczPGcZAfLj1A

Cover picture credit: Paul Smart in Melbourne in February 2006, at the
launch of the Ducati Sport Classics. Photo by Russ Murray.
Back page credit: Rob Labuc

Like to contribute to Desmoto?
It’s easy – just email the Editor with
your article or photos or whatever
you think other DOCV members
would be interested in. Photos are
best sent in .jpg format separate of
the article (ie. don’t embed them in
the Word doc). Bigger pics are better
than small ones. All contributions will
be very gratefully received.
The email address for the Desmoto
editor is: editor@docv.org

The deadline for Desmoto is always
the last day of the month, except for
December because we don’t publish
a January edition.
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RE P OR T S

editoriale
Matthias Siegel

Rides are back on
s I’m writing this, the first club ride after lockdown has
been completed. It was also the first ride led by Geoff
since he took over as captain. All went well and I’m sure
everyone had a great time, it was a very enjoyable selection
of roads. A few people were sent the wrong way due to
rusty corner-marking skills (my bad) and I clearly need to
work on my bike fitness before we head off to Tasmania
next year, but overall it was all good. For the full report
you’ll have to wait until next month.

A

Interesting also that he had a strong connection to
Australia, having visited a number of times, including for the
launch of his signature bike. Paul Smart has been a personal
friend of former DOCV president Steve Frew, who was kind
enough to write an article for this edition, and include plenty
of anecdotes and photos. It’s a really wonderful article so go
check it out.
In 2012 the club organised a ride to commemorate the 40th
anniversary of the Imola race win. Next year is the 50th
anniversary and perhaps a chance for another ride? Also
please check out the DucatiTube section later in the
magazine, if you want to know what it’s like to ride Paul
Smart’s Imola race bike today. I found a beautiful video and
highly recommend watching it.

Paul Smart
This edition is dedicated to Paul Smart, who lost his life in an
accident a few weeks ago. I have to admit I’m one of those
younger Ducati enthusiasts who didn’t really know who Paul
Smart was until I read many of the articles published and
shared following the news of his passing. I knew that about
15 years ago Ducati released a signature bike in his honour,
the Paul Smart 1000 LE – which I had coincidentally featured
in ‘Things of Beauty’ in last month’s edition – but apart from
that all I knew was that he was a Ducati racer legend from
before my days.
I was surprised to find out that he is widely credited with
putting Ducati (as we know and love it today) on the map by
winning the Imola 200 race in 1972 on the first Ducati L-twin
engine with desmodromic valves, an iconic engine design
Ducati then went on to use with great success until today.

Paul Smart

We’ve also got several other exciting articles this month.
Russ submitted a backstory on a special bike many in the
club will be familiar with: Rob Labuc’s custom Sport Classic.
It’s an interesting read and fascinating how much work and
thought went into building it. Perhaps you’ve noticed I don’t
normally feature custom bikes in the magazine since I took
over as editor, because sometimes the line blurs between
customising a bike and butchering a classic. But I admit Rob’s
bike is a great looking one. The important thing is that it gets
ridden and not only photographed, and I remember seeing the
bike go really well on plenty of long rides.

DESMOTO NOVEMBER 2021
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Then to finish with we have something very special. If you
attended the General Meeting in October you will remember
the fascinating presentation by Katie, Mitch & Faz about
their crossing of the Simpson Desert on motorbikes this
year. It sparked a lot of questions and interested discussion
in the meeting, and even before it was over I received
requests for a follow-up article in Desmoto. I’m really happy
that Katie found the time to write down their experience and
share more about how much preparation was needed for the
trip. I’m sure I’m not the only one who was really impressed
to hear about their adventure.
The Simpson Desert is probably not a place where you would
take your current Ducati to, but a lot of us own more than
one bike and/or are interested in the growing adventure bike
market. Coincidentally Ducati will also release the new
Dakar-inspired DesertX next month, so maybe take a look at
Katie’s article and get some inspiration for new adventures
the DesertX may enable you to have.

Other Desmoto business
Last year we tried a few changes for the advertising options
in Desmoto and the website, but unfortunately it came at a
time where many businesses struggled due to the ongoing
pandemic, and spending on marketing wasn’t high on their list
of priorities. The committee spent a lot of time following up
with past and potential sponsors, without much success.
We’ve revisited that situation recently and decided to
restart the advertising options with a much simplified pricing
structure. We’ve taken some inspiration from other
Australian DOC clubs here. Starting with this edition of
Desmoto, you can see a page that list the new pricing, and
it’s pretty reasonable given the large reach our magazine has
since going digital-only. Please pass it on to whoever might
be interested in booking an ad to present their product to our
audience of beautiful and well-resourced members.
A new feature is that, as a member you can get a free ad for
your own business. Just another benefit of being a club
member.
That’s it for this month. There are a lot of rides scheduled
over the next weeks and months, so take a look at the
events calendar and sign up. For the next two weeks I’ll be
super busy moving houses, but then I’m looking forward to a
well-deserved break and catch you all hopefully at the Dargo
overnighter, where Glenn will serve us another selection of
Gippsland’s finest roads.

Acknowledgments
Desmoto would not be possible without contributions
from our members, partners and other various sources,
who have put a lot of their time and effort into making this
edition informative and a good read.
This edition features much appreciated contributions by
(in no particular order):
Ducati, Brett Goldin, Mark Kirk, Russ Murray, Steve
Duggan (SD Pics), Steve Frew, Katie Kemp, MCAS, the
DOCV committee & various YouTubers.
Thanks to everybody!

Next Issue
• Do you own a very special
Ducati? (Let’s be honest,
pretty much any Ducati
qualifies…) Why not write
a portrait about your pride
and joy for Desmoto! Let
others know what you
like and don’t like, what
to look out for when
buying one.
• Have you been on a beautiful bike trip recently,
perhaps overseas (okay, not very likely)? Why not
share your experience with other readers!
• Bought some useful new bike gear? Why not write a
review for Desmoto!
Articles are best sent in as a PDF or Word document.
Photos ideally in JPEG format, and please include them
as separate files. For quality reasons larger photos are
better than smaller ones.
All contributions will be gratefully received.
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: END OF THE MONTH.

editor@docv.org

New Members

Ciao,

Fabio Baullo

Stephen Remnant

Matthias

Paul Benson

Robyn Roberts

Shaun Davis

Paula Spenceley

Steve Hooper

Welcome
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president’s
report

Mel R eynolds
We are free!
o what was the first thing you did when we got out of
lockdown? I know I went out for dinner Friday night,
somewhere where I didn’t need to cook or do the dishes! Had
a hair appointment on Saturday and caught up with my
bestie, who lives a million miles away from me (ok, only
about 70kms but far enough) on Sunday. How good was it to
be out and about again! I hope everyone was kind to
everyone they met while out and about though because
there will have been some people maybe not as excited as I
was about getting out. I know some people were a bit
nervous about mixing with actual real people again. So
hopefully everyone has made their way back out into the
world in the best way they could.

S

Of course that means we can start doing things again! By the
time you get Desmoto we would have hit that magical 80%
mark which means we can get riding again . When you do
go back on your first club ride there are a couple of things to
keep in mind. Firstly, make sure you take it easy. If you
haven’t been riding for a little while it might take a bit of time
to get back into the swing of it. Even if you have been riding
through lockdown like me, it’s a bit different just doing the
commute to work than it is out and about on a club ride. And
secondly, please respect people’s space. Now I’m a hugger
but not everyone is so if someone would prefer to just wave
hello, or fist / elbow bump or even shake hands, go with it.
We have also finally managed to confirm with DHHS that as
a Club we do not need to confirm anyone’s vaccination
status. However, we will obviously still be bound by the
requirements of any venues we attend whilst we are on
rides. So the general rule of thumb should be respect
everyone’s space, maintain social distance and all the usual
COVID protocols while you are out and about. But most of all
enjoy being able to get out again.
This also means we will be able to get our meetings back to
in person at the Manningham. While it will be fantastic to
see everyone’s faces in person and not on a computer
screen, the online meetings have been a great way to
connect with those members who can’t normally get to the
meetings due to distance. We might just investigate options
to integrate the online meeting with the in-person meeting.

That will be something for our more technical gurus to work
through though. And as we start planning our 2022 meeting
schedule if there is anything you would like to see at a
general meeting, any guest speakers you would like to see
or any other activity or venues you would like to meetings to
include, please let us know. Or any other thoughts you have
for events you’d like to see the Club run or get involved in. All
input is more than welcome.
There are few things in the works for next year already to
keep us all busy and on the road / track. There will be a
Ducati Ride Experience at Phillip Island, we are talking with
our fellow DOCs about a potential joint ride, more in the way
of activities for our Red Plate members, we are looking at a
social event mid-year while it’s the depths of winter and no
one is overly motivated to ride and some fun stuff to go with
that. And there is already a plethora of overnight rides on the
calendar for the first half of the year. So there should be
something for everyone coming up.
You may have also noticed that we have moved the First Aid
course back to February. With the uncertainty around
restrictions and access to a venue to hold the course in not
being guaranteed we thought it best to make the move. It
now means though that it is just before the Tiger Hunt so
handy for anyone wanting to upskill before you all head off.
And then hope no one needs it!
I hope you’ve all been keeping up with the latest bike
releases that Ducati have been drip feeding us and will
continue to do so until we get to the Desert X at the
beginning of December. But if you’ve been waiting up to
watch them live you are more dedicated than me! I have
heard that the Multi V2 has pretty much sold out of it’s pre
orders. And the new Scramblers look fun.
Wonder how many new bikes I can fit in my garage…….

Mel
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relazione

dellavicepresidente
Rachael Alex ander

elcome to the post-rolling-lockdown world
everybody! Welcome back to being able to have some
fun of the two wheeled variety to the metro-based peeps.
The covid axis the world had tilted on has righted itself,
albeit in a wobbly fashion, but we are getting there. I look
forward to being able to see your smiling faces in person
shortly, with our face-to-face general meetings returning to
the Manningham in November and our organised club rides
have recommenced. I hope you have managed to get yourself
out and about for some enjoyment of the two wheeled
variety. Or if not, maybe just out of tracky pants and moccos
…

W

So, I waited before I wrote this report in the hope that I
would do something motorcycle related that is worth
writing about, being the Melbourne Cup long weekend and
all. Then I waited a bit longer to watch the MotoGP, was
good to see Jack back on the podium and another Ducati in
first place, great to see, but not a thing of the
earthshattering variety.
Well, I am sorry for those who read my reports, being a
responsible adult got in the way of any motorcycle
adventures and I gaze longingly at the Supersport every time
I walk past it. I tell you sometimes this ‘adulting’ really
sucks. Anyway, there is still a lot to be done with our
renovations and the possum war is ongoing. Sometimes
there is a temporary cease fire where we do not hear
anything for a night or two, then they go back to their
screaming best, usually around the ‘witching hour’.
We have blocked off their access to the roof but cannot find
where our furry friend accesses the wall, with the possum
‘Taj Mahal’ located close to where our bed is. So far, our
furry friend has been impervious to the temptations of a
juicy apple in a possum trap, but not much point in catching
them until you block up where they come in as they are
territorial little beasties (hence the screams).

8
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I did watch a movie with lots of Ducati eye candy/placement
in it called Free Guy that stars Ryan Reynolds, so if you still
have your Netflix ‘lockdown’ subscription you should check
it out. Although it is based in a video game, it has social
themes that run through it that are just as applicable to our
world, social strata and class system, if you are into the
more profound side of things.
On the Vice President side of things, the universe has aligned
so to all those who joined the DOCV before October or who
missed out in the first run, we have received some more DOC
packs from mothership Italy and have done a run of
membership cards so they should be with you shortly, if you
do not have them already.
Take care out there and hope to see you on a ride, at a
meeting or a club event soon and always, keep shining you
crazy diamonds.

Rachael

treasurer’s
report

E v an R u b en st e i n
he big news this month is that thanks to Peter Karderas’
abiding charm, we have collected some long outstanding
monies owed to the club, some dating back to 2019 invoices,
for Desmoto advertising. When I started as treasurer in
2020, there was a balance of $4,400 of overdue accounts on
the books. That figure is now only $1,067. Most of this
should have been written off at the end of our financial year,
but I decided against that in the hope that we could give it
another whirl. For a small club like ours, that is a lot of
money and there should never be a situation where we have
to write-off income – especially where the services were
rendered as per customer order.

T

It goes without saying that we have now put into place a
much more businesslike set of trading Terms and Conditions
and credit control procedures that are now in operation.

Evan

Oct 2021

Sept 2021

1,335.00

0

INCOME
Desmoto
Events

0

2,765.00

Memberships

148.32

667.50

Merchandise

0

333.08

Other

1,270.00

980.13

Total income

2,753.32

4,745.71

765.00

595.00

Events

0

0

Membership

0

0

EXPENSES
Cost of Sales
Desmoto

Other

152.49

229.73

Total Expenses

917.49

824.73

1,835.83

3,920.98

47,308.73

46,738.73

6,312.05

5,253.63

Operating Profit/(Loss)
Cheque Account
Paypal
Debit Card

1,165.41

1,211.26

Cash reserve

17,010.22

17,010.09

Term Deposit 2

5,273.58

5,272.25

Term Deposit 3

5,282.97

5,281.60

Trade Debtors

1,067.73

2,402.73

Other Assets

2,013.60

2,013.60

84,375.87

85,183.89

Net Assets

Gear review request
CAN YOU GUESS THE MYSTERY CLUB IDENTITY?
Find the answer on one of the following pages.

Bought a nice piece of gear lately? Happy with it?
Like to tell members about it? Please do!
Feel free to send us a quick 5 minute review:

• What is it? Website? • Where to get it?
• How much did it cost? • Why is it good?
• Suggestions for use? • Can it be improved?

DESMOTO NOVEMBER 2021
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lettera

delsegretario
Peter Kard ar as

Praise you..
We've come a long, long way together
Through the hard times and the good
I have to celebrate you, baby
I have to praise you like I should

hese are the lyrics that sprung to mind late at night in
October when I woke up from my light, due to
anticipation, sleep to watch another presentation of a new
model from our favourite brand. But this one was special;
this was the Pikes Peak version of the Multistrada V4 a bike
requested by many Multistradista (Is that even a word?).
The bike model that started in early 2001 looking like a
cyclops, followed by the 4-mode Multistrada, after a few
more generations has now spawned the “ultimate Multi”
and in my opinion the best looking one. All I could think when I
was watching the Italian presenter talk to the world on how
they effectively put a Panigale V4S “on stilts” with longer
(Ohlins) suspension and the same 17-inch wheels and brakes.
All this giving out just 180BHP (LOL), when ticking the Full
system box on the order form. All the tech on this bike will
make you feel at ease on the track and on the road, they
say… Yeah right, take a $50K PP on the track days the club
naysayers are complaining about the club losing money on?
Well others take $150K Panigale Superleggeras to these...
why not? Gotta squeeze into some oversized leathers firstthat alone will make the track day fun enough before it even
starts…

T

Anyhow…praise again for Ducati, who has made record sales
over this year to date, the craziest period on the planet due
to the pandemic, the Multistrada range is the largest
contributor to this record. And now they have just
introduced an even better version.
What will this marvel of Ducati (Marketing and) Engineering
set me back someone asks? North of 49K when you factor in
the pipe and a couple of other bits. Is it worth it? Of course, I
will add. This is the best of the brand, “the Ducks guts” as
my mate Robin says and in today’s living with Covid world,

10
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where travel will be challenging for the next year or, so I am
seriously thinking of “laying down the Moula” for my third
Multistrada. I just need to ensure that if the engineer inside
me that always makes logic prevail, yields and I make the call
to do so, that this Multi gets used more than the SFA (Sweet
F&^k All for those watching from home) that the
Granturismo predecessor has experienced.
Praise you Fatboy Slim
for those who want to listen to the song…

Together again
On club stuff, post 80% and pre 90%, I am looking forward to
two things, our first in person meeting at the Manningham
and the first club rides, if I am lucky, I will be able to get out
with you on the first RED plate ride for the club post
Lockdown. Can I also add that since Geoff Salmon has been
voted in the position of captain, he has been tirelessly
working with other committee members and on his own to
make sure that we have club rides every weekend until
Christmas. A sign of great things to come on the club ride
front.

Dramas’ with the Darmah – yes, we are
heading to the final act!
As I started this article with “Praise” I must update
everyone waiting on news for the Darmah, that the
December edition is looking like the one that I will be
describing how this bike has returned in my hands. Lance
Smith, my Bevel mechanic, while happy with the bike in the
first couple of hundred shakedown Klms, noticed that it
developed an issue with not firing properly and decided not
to return the bike to me. “She aint right Pete” he said, and I
could hear the quiet disappointment in his voice, “Let me find
out what is wrong”
“No stress Lance, just sort it out when you can mate”, I
remember telling him a couple of weeks ago, and this
afternoon, he texted me talking about the “Aha moment”
where he discovered the issue, which literally was a simple
fix, even though it took longer than that to diagnose

TH INGS

OF

correctly. The guy deserves a lot of praise just because of
the patience he devoted to this bike (as he does to all of
them btw) along with the minimal extra charge for sorting
the problem out. Thank you, Lance.
I am hoping to have picked the bike up by the time you are
scrolling through these lines, wherever you enjoy your
monthly dose of DESMOTO. The trailer I plan to take with me
will be carrying my Mike Hailwood replica, not because it
blew a gearbox or anything else “Dramahtic”, but just to
receive a once over after a few years of not going
anywhere. Stay Tuned- a new series of Ducati mechanically
challenged episodes are coming your way, maybe…
And some advice: Brand new “Liquorish strip” Pirelli
PZERO’s and fold down bollards don’t mix…. Twice!!
Ciao Ragazzi

Peter

BEAU TY

Things of Beauty

Ducati 750 Corsa Imola 1972
Photo credit: Ank Kumar, CC-BY-SA
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ilrapportodel

capitano
Geoff Salmon

First Aid

The Buck Stops Here – no longer

s announced, Melanie has organised a round of First Aid
training that is now rescheduled to Saturday, Feb 5. It is
nicely in time for Tassie. The last training day was run in 2015
so we are well due. The fee is subsidised to encourage a
spread of skill through the Club as well as to keep our
qualified people refreshed.

I keep a log of kilometres done on my bikes. It started as
something forward looking to plan tyres and servicing but
now doubles as a record of ‘how far and when’. My rolling
average was quite steady until March last year. I estimate a
deficit of 15,000 km on what I might have done if not for Covid
restrictions. It sounds round but is actually accurate. Fifteen
thou is a lot of riding when you think about it – equal to an
interstate trip, perhaps another one to the Snowies, 4 or 5
weekends away and at least a dozen day rides. I have
certainly held up the average in the hit to Victoria’s
motorcycle economy.

A

I have done several courses over the years and always taken
away something new and useful. The courses were
variously conducted through industry/workplace, the Scout
Association, a scuba diving body, junior football and good old
DOCV. Each course was flavoured according to the host’s
activity. It extended the coursework beyond qualification
basics and made it relevant and interesting. The February
course is conducted by ‘First Aid for Motorcyclists’ and I
expect it will be no less engaging.
Some worthwhile aspects of the 2015 course included:
•

accident scene management

•

emphasis on road trauma type injuries - internal damage,
severe bleeds, spine/neck injury

•

limitation of CPR when internal injuries are present

•

technique for safe helmet removal, when justified

•

patient comfort in what can be delayed ambulance
response times with motorcycling

•

design of 1staid kits for motorcyclists - for example the
inclusion of pressure bandaging and a space blanket

I commend our 2022 course for all the usual reasons. As well
as that, I think training helps to understand and accept the
limitations of what is sometimes possible as a first aider.
That may seem an odd comment but perspective and a cool
head will always mean better decisions on the day.

12
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Covid has killed a number of cafes and pubs in the small
centres and led to the demise of outfits like Inline 4 too. No
doubt others are teetering. Kevington, Old Hepburn and
Guildford Hotels are three closures that disappoint me
personally in what I see as a sad loss of Aussie culture. On
the flip, good news is the rebound of a few haunts that were
either reported lost or thought so. The Pig and Whistle at
Trentham East has re-opened after a long hiatus, and also
the White Hart at Longwood after a much shorter closure
(that was possibly dramatised in a ‘use us or lose us’ piece of
marketing). Molesworth Hotel is another back trading in a
new format. It is great having these options when trying to
dish up colour and variety for Club rides.
I had been unable to collect the Captain’s paraphernalia until
recently. By the time Desmoto hits the street the Jinxed
Jaunt to Pyalong will have run and with me in one of the
larger fluoro vests for the first time. I hope it is remembered
as fun and not carnage, social and not super spreading, and
valued as input to country Victoria’s recovery.

Balloon Club
Former Secretary Rhett Dhas has moved on but his legacy is
the DOCV Walking Club. It is an elite group of offenders who
have suffered the ignominy of licence lost. As a clean skin I

won’t dwell on membership but allow me to introduce a new
sub-group suggested by Geoff Zippel...the Balloon Club. It
comprises Members who have invested in air garments and
suffered accidental and/or unwanted deployments. Number
1 ticket holder is Armando, having had both a minor spill with
no bang, and a warm back-tap greeting when it went off!
Zipper and I both have the Alpinestars Tech Air vest. We
would both endorse them but you are vulnerable to
expensive service fees. They have gyroscopic sensors and
hi-tech software, rather than a physical tether, so that
“protection” extends to stationary offs and trips and falls
away from the bike. Dainese have reduced the issue in their
algorithm but this is not a review. Geoff had a $400 lesson
(karching!) on when to wear and not wear an armed vest. Neil
Robinson also had an unnecessary deployment and is unlikely
to tackle technical, off-road challenges again while plugged
in. Fortunately Neil’s cost was a red face and $26 for a new,
self-install cartridge.
I too have now joined the club in a klutz moment that has
become an annual event for me – a stationary fall while
waiting to turn into my driveway. It was ironic given the care
taken on what was my first decent ride in months. There
were extenuating circumstances but I doubt they will
convince my detractors. Two things to note – in the shock
and awe of the moment I did not realise the vest went off
until I was back on the bike and well up the driveway, and in a
pleasing development, the distributor Monza no longer
replace the bladder as a matter of course. Mine passed their
inspection and the cost was held at $200 for the inflator kit
only. With the vest at 178 hours and almost due for a 200
hour inspection anyway, it didn’t end so badly.

Mini Turismo
Mini Turismo is on the calendar. Detail is still fluid but
accommodation is locked in for what should be a boom period
for local tourism next year. We are based at Orbost again in
a format similar to 2018. Gaswork crews beat us to some of
the town’s accommodation and necessitated a split
between the two motels closest to town. The motels are
almost opposite each other and it has actually worked out
OK in terms of cost and versatility. At the moment there is
scope for 28 at the Country Roads Motor Inn (the lower
motel) and 14 at the Countryman Motor Inn (our 2018
provider). The actual number is rubbery depending on the
make-up of registrations and sharing dictates.
The top pub has closed since 2018. That leaves the Orbost
Club and bottom pub (aka Orbost Club Hotel) to provide for
our culinary pleasure. Bonang Road will be the undoubted
highlight on Sunday, followed by an afternoon of options.
There is a choice to 1) repeat the Bonang in reverse, 2) take
the calmer Monaro Hwy for a change of scenery via Cann
River, or 3) sample the Imlay Road in a longer day of 410 km.
Imlay Road is a 60 km legacy of NSW’s woodchip industry
and does not usually fit itineraries so conveniently. It is a
recommended experience and treated as the principle option
with Leader with TEC.
As foreshadowed, Turismo conflicts with a plan of my own
for North Island New Zealand in March. The weekend will be
led by Joe while I, hopefully, prime for a Covid-friendly
holiday across the Tasman. With Jacinda at one end and Dan
at the other there is plenty of scope for surprises.
Cin Cin,

Geoff

DESMOTO ADVERTISING
Advertise your product or business to our club
members, partners and their extended network. Since
going digital-only, Desmoto has seen a steady increase
in popularity. Recent editions have seen download
numbers of 1,000+ on our website, and the magazine is
shared with friends and partners of DOCV, as well as
interstate DOC and bike clubs in Australia.

For more information, or to book an ad, please reach out
to Evan at treas@docv.org
Thank you for your support!
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calendar period from the first ad placed. This will
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Full page ad (inside covers) *.............................$750
¼ page ad (contents page) .................................$250
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BORGO PANIGALE EXPERIENCE:
THE DUCATI FACTORY TOURS ARE BACK

In order to ensure the safety and health protection of
visitors and workers, access to the facility will be possible
by reservation only during the hours indicated with a limited
number of entries. The presentation of a valid EU Digital
COVID Certificate is mandatory, with the exception of
children under 12 years and people unfit for vaccination with
a medical certificate.
The ticket price for the Ducati Museum entrance only is € 17,
while the ticket with combined entrance to the Ducati
Museum and guided factory tour is available at € 32.
For more information on visiting hours and days at the Ducati
Factory and Museum, visit the dedicated section of the
Ducati website.

•
•

The long-awaited guided tours inside the Ducati
Factory will resume from 11 October 2021
Visitors will have the opportunity to walk through
the production lines, observing what goes on inside
the factory where Ducati motorcycles are created

RECORD THIRD QUARTER FOR DUCATI,
WHICH LEADS TO ALREADY HIGHER
DELIVERIES IN THE FIRST NINE MONTHS OF
2021 THAN ENTIRE 2020

Borgo Panigale (Bologna, Italy), 7 October 2021

Borgo Panigale, Bologna, 19 October 2021

ucati continues on its path of reopening to the public and,
after restarting the visits to the Museum in May, the
long-awaited tours of the factory in Borgo Panigale will also
resume from 11 October.

D

A

During the factory tours, visitors, accompanied by an expert
guide, will have the opportunity to walk through the
production lines, observing what goes on inside the factory
where Ducati motorcycles are created.

The third quarter of 2021 is confirmed as the best in Ducati's
history, with a growth of +3% over the same period of 2020
and +25% compared to 2019.

Guided tours of the factory can be booked on Monday and
Friday, choosing between three visiting shifts in the morning
(9.15am - 9.45am - 10.15am) and three in the afternoon
(2.30pm - 3pm - 3.30pm). Online booking is required on the
dedicated platform for both factory tours and Museum
visits.
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n extremely positive third quarter has ended for Ducati
with 49,693 motorcycles delivered to enthusiasts all
over the world. At the end of the first nine months of 2021,
the company has already exceeded the sales volumes
obtained in the whole 2020 (year total 2020: 48,042).

At the end of September, the biggest market for
motorcycles delivered remains the Italian one (7,954),
followed by the United States (7,475) and Germany (5,627).
Francesco Milicia, Ducati VP Global Sales and After
Sales: "Ducati closed the first nine months of the year with
sales volumes that are already higher than the full year
2020, both for the bikes and for after-sales products like
clothing, accessories and spare parts. The growth we are
experiencing is practically widespread on all the main
markets in which Ducati is present and extends across the
product families. We are very satisfied with the results
obtained: the community of Ducatisti is growing all over the
world and the most influential magazines in the
motorcycling sector are awarding important prizes to Ducati
bikes. This is a source of pride and satisfaction for us here in
Borgo Panigale and in all Ducati subsidiaries worldwide. The
brand is now more solid and appreciated than ever and we
are already focusing on next year. In fact, in these weeks,
we are presenting to the world the new products for the
coming year, through the web series Ducati World Première
2022".

NEWSNEWSNEWSNEWSNEWSNEWSNEWSNEWS
Ducati has already started to present the new products of
the 2022 range. The first episodes of the Ducati World
Première was dedicated to the new Multistrada V2, a
comfortable, fun to ride, versatile and technologically
advanced twin-cylinder bike that represents the new
gateway to the Multistrada universe.

Francesco Milicia

Confirming the appreciation of Ducati motorcycles,
throughout the year all the product families of the Bolognabased manufacturer have been growing across the board. In
particular, the most delivered bikes are the Multistrada V4,
which has remained in first place throughout 2021, followed
by the Ducati Scrambler 800 family, the Streetfighter V4
and, immediately after, by the Monster.

Also the new models of the Ducati Scrambler world have
been unveiled, with the arrival of the new Ducati Scrambler
1100 Tribute PRO which was created to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the introduction of the air-cooled twincylinder engine on a Ducati and which incorporates some
stylistic elements typical of the 1970s era. On the other
hand, the 800 family is joined by the Ducati Scrambler Urban
Motard, a motorcycle created to experience the city
environment by making itself noticed through a combination
of style, sportiness and fun.
A section dedicated to the Ducati World Première is
available on the official Ducati website to discover the
calendar and not miss a single episode of the presentation of
the 2022 range.

Ducati Tube

Ducati legend Paul Smart rides the Panigale V2
https://youtu.be/JO6U3O5GiAA

Riding A Real 1972 Ducati Imola 750 Racebike
https://youtu.be/cPFjfcfOKo8

Ducati World Première 2022 Episode 2 |
Scrambler Ducati | Mark Your Roots
https://youtu.be/lAABTkCvNdc

Ducati World Première 2022 Episode 3 | Rule All Mountains
https://youtu.be/iMo5kUKDQi4
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DUCATI SCRAMBLER REVEALS THE NEW MODELS FOR 2022 TO ITS FANS

•

New 2022 models of the "Land of Joy" presented
in the second episode of the Ducati World
Première: Ducati Scrambler 1100 Tribute PRO and
Ducati Scrambler Urban Motard

•

The Ducati Scrambler 1100 Tribute PRO was
created to pay homage to the history of the aircooled twin-cylinder engine, fifty years after it
was first introduced on a Ducati

•

The new Ducati Scrambler Urban Motard is a
model with a contemporary look, designed for
younger fans of the "Land of Joy" and for all
those looking for an easy, fun and sporty bike

Borgo Panigale (Bologna, Italy), 14 October 2021

ucati Scrambler was the protagonist of the second
episode of the Ducati World Première 2022 (link to the
video here), which saw two new models – Ducati Scrambler
1100 Tribute PRO and Ducati Scrambler Urban Motard, that
enrich the “Land of Joy” range for 2022 – presented to
enthusiasts from all over the world.

D

The Ducati Scrambler 1100 Tribute PRO has been created to
pay homage to the history of the air-cooled twin-cylinder
engine, fifty years after it was first introduced on a Ducati,
which was in 1971.
Created by Ducati Scrambler with modern-classic bike
lovers and motorcycle history enthusiasts in mind, the
Ducati Scrambler 1100 Tribute PRO pays tribute to the
history and achievements of the Borgo Panigale motorcycle
company. For this bike, the Centro Stile Ducati was inspired

by iconic Ducati elements of the 1970s, such as the special
"Giallo Ocra" livery, the Ducati logo of the time designed by
Giugiaro and the spoked wheels, which are black and
integrate perfectly with the tones of the celebratory livery.
Further distinctive stylistic details are represented by the
circular rear-view mirrors and the brown seat with
dedicated stitching.
From a technical point of view, the bike has the
characteristics of the Ducati Scrambler 1100 PRO family. It
has an iconic and at the same time original design, an agile
chassis and a 1,079 cc engine that delivers 86 hp of power at
7,500 rpm and a torque value of 9.2 kgm at 4,750 rpm,
characterized by generous torque right from low revs.
The Ducati Scrambler 1100 Tribute PRO comes standard with
three Riding Modes, each associated with different Power
Modes and various levels of Ducati Traction Control (DTC).
Furthermore, thanks to the front headlight with LED light
guide, the bike is always visible and recognizable even during
the day.
Another new model for 2022 is the Ducati Scrambler Urban
Motard: a motorcycle created to experience the city
environment by making itself noticed through a combination
of style, sportiness and fun.
The name chosen for this latest version immediately evokes
the characteristic atmosphere of large cities and is aimed at
all those who live the city with energy and enthusiasm. The
Centro Stile Ducati has interpreted these concepts through
the proposal of a new livery that combines in an
unprecedented way colours Star White Silk and Ducati GP '19
Red in energetic graphics, inspired by the world of street art
and metropolitan graffiti.
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Sled models. The Ducati Scrambler 1100 Tribute PRO is part
of the range of best performing bikes in the Ducati
Scrambler family, together with the Ducati Scrambler 1100
Dark PRO and Ducati Scrambler 1100 Sport PRO models.
Both new models of the Ducati Scrambler range will be
available at dealerships in the Ducati network from
November 2021. All Ducati Scrambler models are also
available in a 35-kW version for A2 license holders.
To give fans of the "Land of Joy", the universe that truly
represents self-expression in Ducati, an opportunity to
express their attitude to customization in the best way,
Ducati Scrambler offers a wide choice in terms of clothing
and accessories. The clothing line includes helmets,
technical gear and lifestyle products (which can be
purchased in dealerships or through the online shop), while
the accessories collection includes a range of items, such as
seats, tank panels and approved exhausts, all viewable
through the online configurator.
The Ducati Scrambler Urban Motard is powered by the 803
cc L-twin engine with desmodromic distribution, which
delivers 73 hp of power at 8,250 rpm and 6.7 kgm of torque at
5,750 rpm, offering brilliant performance that never
becomes intimidating for the rider, guaranteeing great agility
in city traffic and fun on itineraries full of curves.

The presentation videos of the new Ducati Scrambler
models, 1100 Tribute PRO and Urban Motard, and all the
original content produced in the “Land of Joy” can be viewed
on the Ducati YouTube channel and in the dedicated
“Scrambler Media Box” section (link here) on the
scramblerducati.com website.

The reference to the Motard world of this version is clear in
the choice of elements such as the 17” spoked wheels, the
high front mudguard, the flat seat and the side number
plates, which are perfectly integrated into the Ducati
Scrambler design.
The Urban Motard is also equipped as standard with a
headlight with LED DRL, a hallmark of all Ducati
Scrambler models, which is combined with the rear
light with full LED diffusion technology.
Confirming Ducati's attention and commitment to
active safety for its enthusiasts, the Borgo Panigale
motorbike manufacturer has chosen to equip all Ducati
and Scrambler Ducati models with Cornering ABS,
which guarantees high levels of safety even when
braking with the bike at an angle.
The models are also designed for the Ducati
Multimedia System (DMS), which enables a
smartphone to be connected to the bike via Bluetooth,
while the USB socket positioned under the seat is
standard.
The new Ducati Scrambler Urban Motard joins the
"Land of Joy" 800 range, alongside the Ducati
Scrambler Icon, Ducati Scrambler Icon Dark, Ducati
Scrambler Nightshift and Ducati Scrambler Desert
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DUCATI BEGINS ITS ELECTRIC ERA: IT WILL PRODUCE THE BIKES
FOR THE FIM ENEL MOTOE™ WORLD CUP FROM THE 2023 SEASON

• Agreement signed between Ducati and Dorna Sports
for the editions of the MotoE World Cup from 2023 to
2026
• "Ducati is always projected to the future and every
time it enters a new world it does so to create the
best performing product possible. We are working to
make high-performance electric motorcycles
characterized by their lightness available to all FIM
Enel MotoE World Cup participants" said Claudio
Domenicali, CEO of Ducati Motor Holding
• "We are very proud to announce Ducati as the new,
single manufacturer for the FIM Enel MotoE World
Cup. With their incredible racing history, it is an
honour to welcome this commitment from one of the
best-known manufacturers in the paddock and to
take on this new challenge together", declared
Carmelo Ezpeleta, CEO Dorna Sports
Borgo Panigale, Bologna, 21 October 2021

ucati is thrilled to announce the beginning of its electric
era: starting from the 2023 season it will be the sole
official supplier of motorcycles for the FIM Enel MotoE™
World Cup, the electric class of the MotoGP™ World
Championship.

D
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The agreement signed with Dorna Sports, organizer and
promoter of the most important international two-wheel
racing championships, lasts until 2026 and will therefore
cover four editions of the MotoE World Cup.
This is a historic step for the Borgo Panigale motorcycle
manufacturer which, following its custom of using racing
competition as a laboratory for technologies and solutions
that then become reality for all motorcyclists, enters the
world of electric bikes starting from the sportiest sector,
that of the electric class of the MotoGP World
Championship.
The goal is to develop expertise and technologies in a
constantly evolving world such as the electric one, through
an experience familiar to the company like that of racing
competition. This has been a consolidated tradition for the
Borgo Panigale company starting from the Ducati 851, which
inaugurated the trend of Ducati road sports bikes by
revolutionizing the concept with its innovative two-cylinder
water-cooled engine, electronic fuel injection and the new
twin-shaft, four-valve heads, deriving from the Ducati 748 IE
bike that made its debut in endurance races at Le Castellet in
1986.

NEWSNEWSNEWSNEWSNEWSNEWSNEWSNEWS

Claudio_Domenicali and Carmelo_Ezpeleta cpmplete the deal.

Since then, this endless transfer of expertise has always
taken place from the Superbike World Championships, in
which Ducati has participated since the first edition in 1988,
and from MotoGP, in which Ducati is the only non-Japanese
motorcycle manufacturer to have won a World
Championship.
The crossover is also evident in the most recent and
prestigious products of the Borgo Panigale manufacturer:
the V4 engine of the Panigale is in fact strictly derived in its
entire construction philosophy – from the bore and stroke
measurements to the counter-rotating crankshaft – from
the engine that debuted on the Desmosedici GP in 2015. The
V4 Granturismo that equips the new Multistrada V4 was
then derived from the Panigale engine. All the vehicle control
software is also directly derived from those developed in
the racing world. Not to mention the field of aerodynamics.
The technological solutions developed in the world of racing,
transferred to the products that make up the range, allow
Ducati to offer its enthusiasts extremely high-performance
and fun-to-ride motorcycles. The FIM Enel MotoE
Championship will also be no exception in this regard and will
allow the Company to develop the best technologies and
test methodologies applied to sporty, light and powerful
electric motorcycles.
At the same time, the fact that Ducati forms part of the
Volkswagen Group, which has made electric mobility an
essential element of its 2030 "New Auto" strategy,
represents the best prerequisite for an extraordinary
exchange of expertise in the field of electric powertrains.
The announcement of the agreement was made during a
joint press conference in the press room of the Misano
World Circuit 'Marco Simoncelli' on the eve of the Made in
Italy and Emilia-Romagna Grand Prix, the third to last round
of the 2021 MotoGP World Championship. Carmelo Ezpeleta,
CEO Dorna Sports, and Claudio Domenicali, CEO Ducati Motor
Holding, were both present.

Claudio Domenicali, CEO of Ducati Motor Holding: "We are
proud of this agreement because, like all the first times, it
represents a historic moment for our company. Ducati is
always projected towards the future and every time it
enters a new world, it does so to create the best
performing product possible. This agreement comes at the
right time for Ducati, which has been studying the situation
of electric powertrains for years, because it will allow us to
experiment in a well-known and controlled field like that of
racing competition. We will work to make available to all
participants of the FIM Enel MotoE World Cup electric bikes
that are high-performance and characterized by lightness. It
is precisely on weight, a fundamental element of sports
bikes, that the greatest challenge will be played out.
Lightness has always been in Ducati’s DNA and thanks to
the technology and chemistry of the batteries that are
evolving rapidly we are convinced that we can obtain an
excellent result. We test our innovations and our futuristic
technological solutions on circuits all over the world and
then make exciting and desirable products available to
Ducatisti. I am convinced that once again we will build on the
experiences we have had in the world of racing competition
to transfer them and apply them also on production bikes."
Carmelo Ezpeleta, CEO Dorna Sports: "We are very proud
to announce Ducati as the new, single manufacturer for the
FIM Enel MotoE World Cup. With their incredible racing
history, it is an honour to welcome this commitment from
one of the best-known manufacturers in the paddock and to
take on this new challenge together. We are eager to see
what the future has in store and continue to watch this
technology develop and grow, with the MotoGP paddock
and MotoE continuing to drive innovation and evolution in
the motorcycling industry - at the same time as creating an
incredible on-track spectacle."
This first step of Ducati in the world of electric bikes will
also have an influence on the evolution of the product range.
Now, the most important challenges in this field remain
those of the size, weight, autonomy of the batteries and the
availability of charging networks. Ducati's experience in the
FIM Enel MotoE World Cup will be a fundamental support for
product R&D, together with the physiological evolution of
technology and chemistry. The goal is to study how to
produce, as soon as the technology allows, a Ducati electric
vehicle that is sporty, light, thrilling and able to satisfy all
enthusiasts.
A new chapter of the FIM Enel MotoE Word Cup is closer
than ever. And that of Ducati too.
During 2022, various events and collective moments will
allow all fans to discover the development of the project
step by step.
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The sportiest Multistrada ever: Ducati unveils the new V4 Pikes Peak

•

The new Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak, featuring a new MotoGP-inspired livery, is the sportiest Multistrada ever

•

Precise, intuitive, effective yet powerful: the V4 Pikes Peak is powered by the 170hp
V4 Granturismo engine and is ready and willing to rule all mountains

•

The Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak has been developed to take the sporty qualities of the
Borgo Panigale dual bike to the extreme: dedicated riding position, 17” front wheel with sports
road tyres, single-sided swingarm, Öhlins suspension and brand-new Race Riding Mode

Borgo Panigale (Bologna, Italy), 28 October 2021

he third episode of the Ducati World Première 2022
was dedicated to the online reveal of the new
Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak (link to the video-presentation
here), namely the model that best represents, since its
debut in the range, the true essence of sportiness within the
Ducati dual bikes family. The Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak
takes centre-stage for a public of passionate enthusiasts
not only as the sportiest Multistrada ever but also as the
most powerful model in the whole crossover segment.

T

The Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak takes life around the
excellent Multistrada V4 platform : where performance,
smoothness of operation and reliability offered by the V4
Granturismo engine, together with the contained weight,
the ease of handling, the comfort for rider and passenger
alike, state-of-the-art equipment and electronics are part of
the cornerstones of the Multistrada V4 family. Starting
from these solid foundations, the new V4 Pikes Peak was
developed by introducing significant changes in terms of
chassis set-up, premium ergonomics, electronic controls as
well as numerous dedicated components, which give the
bike a distinctly sportier attitude compared to the
Multistrada V4. Ducati, once again, promises to delight a
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wide range of riders looking for the purest performance
within the dual bikes universe.
The design work behind this new project develops starting
from the peculiar elements of the Multistrada V4 family,
integrating them with the two elements that mainly identify
this Pikes Peak version from an aesthetic and functional
perspective, namely the 17” front wheel and the single-sided
swingarm. The racing soul of the bike is intensified by the
dedicated "Pikes Peak" livery, faithfully inspired both in
colours and graphics by that of the Desmosedici GP ’21; even
the number plates on both sides of the fuel tank contribute
to highlight the deep link with the world of competitions.
With the aim to further emphasise its sporty-oriented
attitude the new Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak comes with a
wide range of components made of carbon fibre in addition to
the Akrapovič titanium and carbon silencer (road-approved).
Others distinctive aesthetic elements are the low smoked
plexi, Öhlins front fork anodised gold legs, two-tone Black
and Red rear saddle embellished with the V4 logo and the
Ducati Corse badge applied to the “beak”.
The chassis compartment of the new Multistrada V4 Pikes
Peak is part of the revolution. With the respect to the

NEWSNEWSNEWSNEWSNEWSNEWSNEWSNEWS
Multistrada V4, it has in fact been significantly revised. First
and foremost, it has been developed around the 17” front
wheel, which ensures the rider great precision and
responsiveness. The new machine is fitted with sports road
tyres (sizes: 120/70 front; 190/55-17 rear) and mounts
Marchesini forged aluminum rims , 2.7 kg lighter than those
of the Multistrada V4 S, which make the dynamic behaviour
of the vehicle therefore more effective and contribute to
the reduction of the total weight amount of 4 kg compared
to the Multistrada V4 S. Additionally, Öhlins Smart EC 2.0
suspension also guarantees brilliant performance in sports
riding, through the use of an “event based” mode, the same
adopted by the Panigale V4 S and the Streetfighter V4 S,
which automatically adjusts the setting according to the
user’s riding style.

MY22 Ducati
Multistrada V4
PikesPeak.

The aluminum monocoque frame has been refreshed with
the precise objective of achieving a different inclination of
the steering head (25.75° compared to the 24.5° of the
Multistrada V4), not to mention that trail and wheelbase
geometry have been recalibrated according to the different
uses of the motorcycle.
The braking system of the new V4 Pikes Peak is at the top of
the segment and derives directly from that of the Panigale
V4. At the front, the system includes 330 mm diameter discs
and Brembo Stylema monobloc calipers, like the Multistrada
V4 S, to which are added the pads of the Panigale V4. At the
rear, the system features a single 265 mm diameter disc
with a Brembo floating caliper.
The new Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak stands out even for its
dedicated ergonomics, specifically designed to ensure
maximum control and optimise lean angles. With respect to
the Multistrada V4 the riding position has been completely
refreshed: the footpegs, for example, are higher and moved
back to increase the maximum lean angle, while the
handlebar is lower, narrower and has contained curved bars.
The final result is that the rider benefits of an even better
feeling in sporty riding while maintaining an excellent level of
comfort.

The new Ducati Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak is powered by the
most powerful engine within the category, the admired V4
Granturismo, achieving 170 hp with a maximum torque of 125
Nm at 8,750 rpm. This engine, specifically designed by Ducati
for the Multistrada V4 family, results extremely lightweight
- 66.7 kg only - and compact. Thanks to these features
Ducati engineers create an uncompromised equilibrium with
perfect mass centralization. With a displacement of 1160 cc,
the V4 Granturismo engine ensures top-of-the-segment
power and torque levels. In addition, the V4 Granturismo
represents also a reference in terms of versatility and
reliability, featuring a record-breaking maintenance
intervals, with valve play checks scheduled every 60,000
km.
The V4 Granturismo engine has been optimised to intensify
the characteristics of the bike and features some
innovations. Among these, the introduction of the Race
Riding Mode , which represents a first for Multistrada
models. The Race option is added to a more racing strategy
for the limiter, which intervenes more gradually than in the
Multistrada V4, in order to alert the biker in advance and
allow him a more effective sporty drive in terms of gear
changes within the high area of the rev counter. The
quickshifter also has a dedicated strategy that allows
extremely aggressive downshifts, as well as the
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MY22 Ducati
Multistrada V4
PikesPeak.

implementation of an even more direct throttle response in
High Power Mode.
The Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak inherits the latest generation
and sophisticated electronic package of the Multistrada V4
S, which includes, among others, the as-standard radar
technology both at the front and at the rear, which offers
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and Blind Spot Detection
(BSD) functionality.
The 6.5” TFT dashboard, also available as standard on the
Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak, allows the user to view the map
navigator thanks to the advanced Ducati Connect system,
which allows to mirror the rider’s smartphone.
Electronics innovations are, also in this case, aimed at
obtaining a better sporty driving experience. In addition to
the introduction of the Race Riding Mode, Ducati Wheelie
Control on the Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak has an updated
strategy that offers an even better response and a more
accurate control during dynamic riding. ABS Cornering has
also been configured to be safe and performing in whatever
riding situation, even in the sportiest.
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The Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak is a technologically advanced
motorcycle, designed for those who love the thrill of sporty
riding, especially on mountainous twisties or between the
kerbs of a race track.
The bike will be available at the Ducati dealers network
starting at December 2021 in the Radar trim, which is fitted
with both front and rear radar system.
In Europe, Ducati offers the customers the “4Ever
Multistrada”, the 4-year exclusive warranty available for all
Multistrada models. It has unlimited mileage and is
guaranteed by the entire Ducati dealer network.
Ducati Performance catalogue features a wide range of
accessories to enhance the characteristics of the bike and
make it a unique gem.
The dynamic video-presentation of the new Ducati
Multistrada V4 Pikes Peak is available on the Ducati YouTube
channel.

WORL DSBK

A RG ENTINA

WorldSBK
Argentina
Race 1

Precious podium finish for Rinaldi at the end of a
solid race. Redding crashed at the first corner,
re-joined the race and finished P9.
Michael Ruben Rinaldi is the protagonist of an
extremely solid race thanks to an excellent pace that
allows him to conquer the podium. Scott Redding
conquers the Pole Position but his race is
compromised at the first corner.

Argentina
Race 2

Scott Redding masters Race-2 after the 2nd place
in Superpole Race. Michael Rinaldi tries his best,
but he has to to settle for 5th.
The spectacular Circuit of San Juan (Argentina) offers
great entertainment to fans from all over the world.
Race-2 of the twelfth round of the 2021 WorldSBK
season ends with an extraordinary victory for Scott
Redding (second in the morning Superpole). Fifth place
for Michael Rinaldi after his podium finish in Race-1.
DESMOTO NOVEMBER 2021
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Easiest way to clean
your motorcycle chain!
September 28, 2021

Source: https://www.mcas.com.au/article/easiestway-to-clean-your-motorcycle-chain

otorcycle chains have a hard life, constantly being
exposed to elements like oil, grime and debris.
Correctly being able to clean and lubricate your motorcycle
chain is a crucial part of bike maintenance. Not only will your
chain be shining like new again, but correct maintenance of
your chain will extend the life and performance of the parts.
Here’s a quick step-by-step guide into the easiest way to
clean and lubricate your motorcycle chain.

M

Step 2: While you are getting especially close with your
chain and sprocket, inspect the wear and condition.
Does your chain need adjusting? Are you seeing signs of
wear on the chain (rust)? How are the sprockets holding up
(Sharp Teeth)? These are the types of questions you need to
be asking yourself. On the chain, check out the Master Link.
This is where the two ends of the chain join to meet.
Reference the image below to see what you need to be
looking out for. Ensure that this master link is secure, as you
won’t be having a fun time if it snaps mid-ride.
Second, to the master link, inspect the sprocket. What you
need to be looking out for here is signs of any sharp teeth. If
the teeth are sharp, the sprocket is worn. Check out the
image below to see what a healthy chain and sprocket
should look like!

Needed Equipment For Cleaning Your Chain
•

Chain Cleaner (Silkolene Brake and Chain Cleaner 500ml
Aerosol)

•

Chain Lubricate (Silkolene Chain Lube Aerosol 500ml)

•

Xtech Grunge Brush

•

Microfiber Cloths

•

Paddock Stand (Optional)

Step 1: Find a workspace! If you have a Paddock Stand for
your motorcycle, definitely put it to good use. For years, I
was cleaning my chain without one of these handy stands
and now I have one, many jobs have become a breeze. No
need to stress if you don’t have one for yourself, there’s
just a little more manoeuvring of the bike for you.
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Step 3: Time to clean that chain! Spray a generous amount of
Chain Cleaner onto your chain, trying to avoid any overspray
onto your footpegs and tyres. We recommend using
Silkolene Brake and Chain Cleaner 500ml Aerosol. This
product is perfect for removing unwanted deposits from
chain and brake components - leaving no oily film whilst
maintaining chain and brake performance. Always love a two
in one product! Allow the Chain Cleaner to sit on the chain for
a few minute s, giving it time to agitate the grime.

P R OF I LE

–

B RETT

GO LDIN

Desmoto
member profile
BRETT GOLDIN
Occupation? Business Owner
What suburb do you live in?
Caulfield South
When did you first join DOCV? 2021
What made you join the club?
Meet and ride with other Ducati tragics
What bike(s) do you have?
StreetFighter V4, Panigale V4S, Buell Firebolt, Harley
FXDRS, Triumph Daytona track bike and soon to have a
Panigale V2 Bayliss
What was your first bike? 1982 Yamaha DT250

If you have been a DOCV members for
some time, which was the most
memorable club event you
participated in, and why?
Due to Covid I haven't managed to
attend any events
What's the greatest bit of equipment
you bought for your garage/
workshop recently? A Tufflift hoist
If you follow motorcycle racing, who
is your favourite rider? Scott Redding
Do you follow any bike channels on
YouTube, listen to podcasts or read
bike magazines? Any recommendations? MotoPG
Podcast
Any final comment for the club, or Desmoto?
Thanks for welcoming me into the family

What's your dream bike? Desmosedici
What type of club events are you most interested in?
Weekend rides, Midweek rides, Overnight rides, Track
days, Social events like lunch meets and BBQs
What's your favourite Ducati colour? Red
Your favourite road to ride in Victoria? Black Spur

Step 4: Using the innovative Grunge Brush (honestly such a
great little tool) and some elbow grease, work your way
over the chain, scrubbing and respraying where need be. This
is where the bike stand comes in handy, as you can simply
spin the wheel and rotate the chain on where you are
working. If you don’t have a stand, just keep moving the bike
forward/back to position the chain to where you need to
clean it.

MORE PROFILES WANTED:
Help other members get to know you and complete our
member questionnaire for Desmoto:
https://forms.gle/Yft9fczPGcZAfLj1A
A free Google account is required to complete the form – this
is to allow uploading a profile image.

Step 5: After scrubbing down the entire chain, with your
Cleaner Spray and Grunge Brush, use a clean soapy rag and
wipe down the chain and sprocket, removing all the loosened
grime.

Step 6: Your chain should be back to looking pretty spotless
at this stage. After the chain is completely dry, lubricate the
chain using Silkolene Chain Lube Aerosol. Once again, make
sure you avoid any overspray onto the wheels/footpegs, or
you'll slip and slide all over the road.

It’s that easy and quick. This shouldn’t take you any longer
than 20 minutes to complete and is a maintenance job every
bike owner must learn!
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Custom Sport Classic

Words by Russ Murray, Photos by Russ Murray (Foot in Bowl Photography) and Steve Duggan (SDPics)

ost riders customise their bikes. It may be as simple as
rim tape, after market exhaust, adding some carbon to
replace the plastic or coloured lines and reservoirs. Most of
this is ‘off the shelf’. There are some who even go as far as a
custom paint job. In reality much of this can be described as
personalising rather than customising.

M

Then there are the custom builders, some in workshops and
others in a back yard shed. These are the guys who start
with a base bike and then go to town modifying the frame,
rerouting wiring, custom one off body work, modified
engines, up market suspension ... the list goes on.
Somewhere in between this is Rob Labuc. A veterinarian by
profession who has a passion for Italian bikes and uses them
as his everyday transport as well as some track days, day
rides with friends and week long touring through Tassie or
the Aussie Alps.
His current stable includes a 1098 tri-colore Ducati, a 999
Ducati which lives at his brother-in-laws in New Zealand for
when Rob decides to visit and have a play on the many bike
friendly roads that New Zealand has to offer. Before the 999
he rode a 750 F4 MV Agusta. Then there is his Sport Classic
Ducati.
Ducati released the Sport Classic, designed by Pierre
Terblanche who also designed the MH900 as a tribute to
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Mike Hailwood, series in 2006 with the Paul Smart LE, Sport
and GT before the last bikes left the production line in 2010.
The advertising was based on the bikes of the seventies
that this series derived their names from but, in reality, they
bore little resemblance to their namesakes other than being
motorbikes made by Ducati. At the same time Baines in the
UK were producing bikes using the Ducati’s DS 1000cc
engines which bore a striking resemblance to the classic
Ducatis of the seventies and, no doubt, had more hp and
better handling than Ducatis attempt at retro bikes.
For some reason I am yet to fathom, the Sport Classic
Ducatis were popular and now have a semi cult following.
They are also one of the few production bikes produced in
the last 20, possibly 30, years which has appreciated in
value. A hunt through bike sales will reveal bikes with 10,000
plus kms costing in the vicinity of $20,000, a few thousand
more than the original price on their release.
Rob was looking for something to replace the 1098 or F4
(which he initially was sending to New Zealand until he found
the 999) as his commuting bikes in part due to the associated
service costs of a 4 valve Ducati and the riding position of
the F4 and in part as a project build.
He had been searching the web for a while and getting some
ideas for the project with something in the cafe racer style.

Naturally, the ‘base’ bike would be Italian and in all likelihood
a Ducati due to the ‘laziness’ associated with riding a big
twin around town although the Sport Classic was not at the
top of the list as a donor bike. Rob had ridden one on a Ducati
Turismo and wasn’t overly impressed with the bike. In
addition it needed to be road registrable and at a reasonable
price considering it was going to be modified.
A likely source was the auction houses in the hope of finding
a repairable write-off. A Ducati GT Classic was up for
auction at Manheims in Melbourne which Rob won with an
online bid. The intention was to restore the bike, get it
roadworthy and registered and then do the customising but,
as all to often the case, the best laid plans …
He had spoken to Brad Black (Brad the Bike Boy) who
specialised in Ducatis and had serviced all Rob’s bikes.
Fortunately Brad knew the previous owner and Rob was
able to obtain a bit of the history of the bike, something
which can be very useful in terms of scheduled maintenance
and any other work done to the bike. He also decided to get
the bike registered as soon as practical, bypassing the
restoring phase and then start the customisation.
To do this meant verifying that there were no stolen parts
were used during the repair which in turn meant producing
receipts related to the purchase of the bike and parts,

receipts related to the repair work along with photographic
evidence of the work. Finally, a vehicle identification
validation certificate was required by VicRoads. Once this
was sorted and the bike registered the customisation
started. Fortunately, his earlier research had provided most
of the ideas and suppliers for the rebuild.
One of the differences with the GT and Sport models is the
swingarm with the GT having two rear shock absorbers just
like the ‘70s bikes whilst the Sport had the ‘more modern’
single rear shock. The swingarm needed replacement with
one from the Sport so that the Zard exhaust could be fitted.
This in-turn meant a new rear shock absorber which was
sourced from Kyle Racing in California who supplied Rob with
an Ohlins DU 907, the same shock absorber that is used on
the NCR New Blue Ducati, a bike built in homage to Cook
Neilson’s 1977 Daytona victory on a 750SS Ducati named ‘Old
Blue’.
The frame of the GT and Sport have subtle differences
which meant the shorter Sport tank wouldn’t fit the GT
frame. There is also a difference in length between the
faired and unfaired Sport tanks. Rob opted for the unfaired
version as he was after a naked bike. Having fitted the tank
it was now time for a seat which was sourced from JC/Pak
Bikes, an internet company specialising in Sport Classic
Ducatis.
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The choice was the fibre glass street version of the Imola
seat which utilises the stock lights. Carbon fibre and race
versions are also available. Once fitted, the Imola seat
provides a substantially neater rear end primarily as the tail
light ‘sits in’ the ductail rather than being an appendage with
lights, indictors and number plate hanging off the back of the
bike.
Searching the web Rob came across another Sport Classic
enthusiast, Lars a resident of Denmark, who had done similar
mods to what Rob was looking at. Unfortunately Lars had a
serious back injury which made riding almost impossible and
was selling some of the after market parts that were on his
bike. Definitely unfortunate for Lars but good news for Rob
who now had some 1098 race spec Ohlins forks with similar
race spec 1098 Brembos. The purchase also included front
and rear 999 forged alloy Marchesini rims, 999 rear brake
callipers and 999 front discs. The bonus was some NCR triple
clamps and a NCR oil cooler along with a number of titanium
bolts. The ‘new’ front end meant quicker steering and as
only the Paul Smart came with a steering dampener an after
market bracket was required to attach an Ohlins dampener.
Italian manufacturer, Rizoma was sourced to supply the
mirrors, brake and clutch reservoirs, indicators, clip-ons
including some very tasty hand grips and the see through
carbon fibre timing belt covers. It seems that viewing the
the timing belts is something that Ducati riders enjoy and can
be traced back to the bevel days when a cover with a
window was often used to see the bevel gears.
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Ducabike, another Italian parts supplier, provided the rear
sets including some carbon heel guards, cases covers, frame
plugs and front sprocket cover. The carbon fibre levers came
from Caifornia based CRG (Constructors Racing Group) with
an Aprilia brake master cylinder.
That good old e-bay came in useful for finding some
additional titanium bolts to match those from Lars and it
was here Rob came across a couple of Ducati Performance
items, a magnesium clutch cover and a magnesium alternator
cover.
A Sport instrument cluster which is lower than the cluster
for the GT was added to the bike and with a powder coated
headlight brackets and the chrome headlight bezel also given
the black treatment, resulted in a very clean look to the
front of the bike.
The engine was kept relatively standard with the only
modifications being to the air box to open up the intake and
the fitting of red K&N air filter. Whilst Rob did consider doing
some work to the engine the hp it produced was more than
enough especially considering he had the 1098 tri-colore for
the serious play.
For the paint Rob was looking for something simple but
distinctive especially to show off the cleaner lines of the
bike. If you have a look at the Sport Classic namesakes, the
750 Sport from the early seventies, you can’t help to notice
how the tank and seat merge as one, unlike the more modern
Ducatis such as the 999 or Sport Classic bikes. Rob
entrusted this to a friend, Renata Caia, only stipulating that

the bike was to be just ‘black and white’.
The something extra is the Jimmy Page
designed zoso symbol, which appears on the
cover of Led Zeppelins fourth album, just
above the tail light.
Like most ‘first rides’, there were some
teething problems which were easily fixed.
The most notable resulted in a remapping of
the flash card to match the Zard exhaust.
Since the initial purchase where the
odometer had just 9,000 on the dial, Rob has
added another 75,000 to the bike with,
except for the regular servicing, the only
gremlins being a couple of cracked
mudguards which have been replaced with
carbon fibre guards and a broken gear
selector bearing at the 73,000 km mark.
As for the handling and braking of the bike,
well you don’t have to be a rocket scientist
to realise it is a vast improvement over a
stock Sport Classic.
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Paul Smart
Our friend
By Steve Frew

A group photo in the Smarts' yard
seemed a good idea - memories.

A

s a DOCV member, you’ve probably heard the terrible
news of Paul Smart’s death on 28th October. Many club
members and ‘Ducati tragics’ will know of him, but given his
glory years were in the late 60s-early 70s, many would be
forgiven for not knowing of him.

Paul also raced in the 250cc, 350cc and 500cc GP
categories, securing a total of seven podiums. He finished
second in the 250cc and 350cc races at the 1971 Swedish
Grand Prix, whilst finishing second and third respectively in
the 350cc class in West Germany and East Germany.

I first met Paul at the National Ducati Rally at Lake
Macquarie in NSW in 2001. He was the guest of honour and
Ducati historian (and ex-DOCV member) Ian Falloon was
there to interview him as the star attraction at the NDR.

In 1970 Paul finished third at the Isle of Man GP on a 350cc
Padgett Yamaha, and in the same year finished second at
the Finnish Grand Prix and Ulster Grand Prix on a 250cc
machine.

A more unassuming bloke you could never meet. It was only
recently that Ducati had decided to embrace its history and
those that were there to create it. Paul is one of the bigticket guys in the history process, having won the inaugural
Imola 200 mile race in Italy in 1972.

Paul finished second in the 1967 Production 750cc TT race
on a Norton, before repeating that achievement in 1969. He
finished third in the 1970 Junior TT on a Yamaha.

He was a professional racer. I copied the following from UK
publication, Motorcycle News:
At Imola, Paul took his all-new Ducati Gran Tourismo 750
machine to victory at the inaugural event, which was
Europe’s answer to America's Daytona200. The 750 was
the first Ducati to use a desmodromic engine, had the
frame, suspension, engine, and brakes of a production
model touring bike.
Smart was able to beat Giacomo Agostini and his MV
Agusta 500cc race bike. Ducati honoured his victory with
the Paul Smart 1000 LE special edition bike in 2006. The bike
was styled to look just like his 1972 race winning machine.
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Of course his race career finished in the 70s and he moved on.
By the time Ducati decided to embrace the history, he had
become quite used to obscurity. So at the NDR, nearly 30
years since his Imola win, the man was a bit humbled by the
fact that people were actually interested in this race so long
ago. He’s always happy for a chat, but he was clearly
uncomfortable being thought of as a ‘legend’.
In either 2006 or 2007 Paul had become a friend of Dave
Milligan, the owner of Get-Routed and who shipped Sue’s
and my bikes to the UK 3 times. Dave had brought him down
to Phillip Island for the World Superbike round. We had a few
beers, but still the conversation was less than engaged.
In 2012 Dave Milligan was good enough to arrange Paul to
make a small video for the DOCV to play on arrival at the
Gypsy Creek winery where DOCV had a commemorative ride

for lunch on the 40th anniversary of Paul’s Imola win. That
video can still be found on the DOCV Facebook page by
searching for “Smart”.
Fast forward to 2013, Sue and I were on our Ducatis in
England headed to the Isle of Man TT. One thing that Milligan
had arranged was for Paul and his mate Geoff to take us for a
bit of a ride taking in Sammy Miller’s museum in New Milton,
near Christchurch. They took about a dozen of us Aussies for
a bit of a ride to a few local spots as a favour to Dave and a
bit of a treat for us, his clients. It was on that ride that I told
him I was the instigator of that 40th anniversary video.
We stopped at Mudeford Quay for a coffee. Sue didn’t put
her sidestand down properly and she dropped the bike in
front of a few hundred people (Mudeford quay overlooks the
Isle of Wight). In a state of embarrassment and panic, Sue
was trying to lift the bike as Smarty came running… “don’t
worry” he said, “I do that all the time”! Sue was a bit
comforted by that and happy for the assistance.
At day’s end we all went for dinner at a local Italian
restaurant (apparently renowned as the best in England –
but not a patch on what we know from Melbourne and Lygon
St.) and exchanged lots of banter. It was a good night and
Sue and I got to know Paul & Geoff a bit better. Some of the
group spoke of going for another ride with them, but Geoff &
Paul played that down saying they were too busy.
At night’s end, the only available taxis took all but Smarty,
Geoff, Sue and I to their accommodations. Geoff suggested
they could drop Sue & I back to our B&B. During that trip,
Paul softened and conceded that he hates riding slow and
with groups, but conceded after thinking the day through
that Sue and I were always the first to catch up when Geoff
stopped to allow the Aussies to regroup. So right at the last
minute he said “OK, we’ll meet in the morning and take you
two for a good ride. Awesome!
The man, the legend - at the 2016
Island Classic

Geoff and Paul met bright and early on a crystal clear May
morning at our B&B in Cadnam. We rode, hard and fast for a
total of over 320 miles (500 kms) which by UK & European
standards is a huge day and only facilitated by flouting the
speed limits, but that’s what they do there! No-one worries
about open road speeds unless you’re caught at over 100
mph (160 km/h)!
Later that evening and Sue & I were having a drink at the Sir
John Barleycorn pub in Cadnam. The phone rang; it was Paul.
“I had to tell you, I pulled up at Geoff’s house after we left
you and my foot was above a pothole and down went the
Multistrada”… “I just had to tell you” he said laughing
through the whole story.
Anyway we all got on famously and Smarty suggested we
should come and see him and Maggie (his wife and sister of
the late great Barry Sheene) after the 2013 IoM and before
we left for France on the tunnel train. We had dinner… he
autographed a side cover of a friend’s old 900ss and we kept
in touch for the rest of the trip.
2014 saw Smarty and Maggs in Australia for the WSBK
round. Maggie went to the Gold Coast to stay with Barry’s
widow, Steph. Smarty and Dave did all the normal race
frivolities as did Sue & I. We were comfortable with each
other’s company and looked forward to more of it. In the
next couple of years we kept in touch with email.
Sue and I returned to Europe again for a repeat performance
of our ‘once in a lifetime’ trip in 2015. We struggled trying to
find somewhere to stay in Kent near Paul & Maggies, so I
asked him for some ideas. “Don’t be silly”! he said. “Stay
with us”. So we did, and we spent a couple of nights in their
attic spare bedroom. By then we’d become like old mates
and Sue & Maggie really engaged too.

A group pic - L to R, Ricardo, Paul, Sue and Steve.
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At Savage River. We didn't take on the dirt, but we tore up the bitumen.

In 2016, at my insistence (and perpetual lobbying of the
management of the PI Circuit) Paul Smart became the
‘official guest’ of the Island Classic. Smarty was a bit
reluctant to do it, but swayed when I suggested we could
head to Tassie for a week or so after the Classic. Deal done!
Tassie saw Sue & I in the company of DOCV man, Ric Begg
tearing up all the best stuff Tasmania has to offer. We had a
great time (as one tends to do in Tasmania on motorcycles).
There were some funny moments like when waiting to board
the Spirit of Tasmania in Melbourne, the guys queued with
their bikes behind us recognised Smarty. In a blink he was
amongst them, signing autographs and chatting; the same
again at a restaurant in Strahan. Smarty had really grown
into the Ducati Ambassador role and in contrast to the guy I
met at the 2001 NDR, simply embraced it as he embraced life
itself.
After that, Smarty (the technophobe that he was) finally
took the plunge and discovered WhatsApp and from then on,
every 6-8 weeks we’d spend ½ hour chatting on FaceTime. It
was great and always he’d say “when are we going for a
ride”?

In 2019, Sue and I looked to have sold the Phillip Island
business and thought we needed another go at Europe. We
dropped in and saw them on our way to cross the channel
and when we came back to UK we stayed again for a few
days with the Smarts. The funniest thing that happened
there was that a few hours after we arrived they realized
(when inadvertently looking at the calendar on the wall) that
they were booked to go to a birthday dinner with friends.
Very embarrassed they asked if we’d mind spending the
evening in the house alone. Well, almost alone; we would be
baby-sitting Paul’s ’72 Imola winning bike which at the time
he’d taken back from the Ducati Museum in Bologna and it
sat, pride of place in their lounge room. It was funny, Sue
was worried someone might look through the window and
see the bike; it was after all insured by Ducati for 1,000,000
Euro! She made sure all the curtains were properly drawn.
We were shocked during our time there to have Paul tell us
he’d been diagnosed with Multiple Myeloma, a really
aggressive cancer of the plasma cells in the bone marrow.
Treatment was difficult and is rarely successful, but he’d
been accepted into an immunotherapy programme and was
hopeful that this new (still largely experimentally

Signing autographs at Station Pier.

Paul's mate Geoff riding
his Triton which he's
owned since 1973.
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Bad light and too much to drink, Smarty works out a way
to get Ric's scooter to go faster up hill in Strahan.

treatment) might sort it. In our last call Sue and I were in
Kununurra in the WA’s Kimberley region last August. He told
us then he’d been cleared of the cancer and he was really
over the moon. “I’m going to have to start getting out and
going to events again. I won’t be able to use the cancer as an
excuse anymore” said Paul, always the joker.
With the advent of Covid-19 in early 2020 we weren’t to see
them again except for the Facetime calls. It was a given that
we would one day get together again… he was really keen
for me to be there in October one year to go to the
Columbres Rally in the Spanish Pyrenees. If it didn’t fit with
shipping he insisted he’d find me a bike.
What a guy. He was indeed one of nature’s gentlemen.
Maggie too, absolutely delightful and to sit with the two of
them reminiscing about the old race days (Maggie and
Barry’s wife Steph were by Maggie’s account, the first of
the ‘Grid Girls’). Sue and I awoke to messages from England
telling us that Paul had been involved in a road traffic
accident and was killed. The whole day was a blur to us. It
was an overload; I guess it always is when you hear of a
death of a friend.

Me, Sammy & Smarty at the museum.

The news was spread with this statement from the family:
"Paul was a hugely popular character in and out of the
paddock, and much loved by his family, friends and fans
around the world. He was 78.
He will forever be synonymous with Ducati, the Italian brand
he propelled to international acclaim with victory in the 1972
Imola 200 race. Paul also shared a special affinity with the
Brands Hatch circuit, having lived literally next door in West
Kingsdown for many years.
So much more can and will be written in the days and weeks
ahead about a life well lived that has been tragically
curtailed.
Paul is survived by wife Maggie, son Scott and daughter
Paula who kindly request their privacy is respected at this
difficult time."
Most certainly his company will be missed by us.
RIP Small Parts (a name of affection he picked up during his
racing career).

At the NDR in 2001, when we first met.

The route of our ride across to Minehead in England.
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Paul Smart
at the Pukekohe
classic bike races
in New Zealand
(February 2008)
Photos by Russ Murray
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Mitch, Faz, Riley & Katie’s

excellent adventure
Simpson Desert, May / June 2021
Birdsville to Mt Dare via QAA & French
Lines
By Katie Kemp

There was some training and preparation
we needed to do.
Practice, practice… riding the bikes in the bush, riding them in
sand, and we also needed to test out our gear, especially
new gear. I bought a neck brace, so had to make sure it fit
and wasn’t too much of a pain.. so to speak.
Also to be honest, I was at a disadvantage, I’m short, riding a
bike that’s tall and pretty heavy and I was carrying a few
covid kilos earlier in the year, so I knew I had to try harder
than most.
• What my “off bike” training looked like;
• Mountain bike riding 5 days a week
• Pilates a couple of days a week
• Breaking in and riding a young horse
• Ate very very little
After 4 months I was over 10 kilos lighter.

Tricks to riding in the sand
I am no expert that’s for darn sure, this is just what I’ve
learnt, some riders do it different, but the concept is pretty
much the same
•

Try to relax… it’s all in your head. If you’re tense you’re
fighting the bike and it won’t go well, this goes for all
types of motorbike riding I guess.

The crew;
X3 690 KTMs (Mitch / Faz, Bruce & Katie)
X1 701 Husky (Iano)
Occasionally a 350 Freeride KTM (Riley)
DRZ400 (Adrian)
X2 4.2 Nissan Patrols (Mitch or Faz, and Peter)
A few 100 & 200 series (Alan & Auriol, David, Alan &
Jackson, Claire, Nathan & Hamish, Ken & Leanne.)
Ford Ranger (Tones and James)
Navara (Graham)

n October we were asked to join the DOCV general meeting
to chat about our Simpson Desert Crossing, and also put
together a story for the Desmoto, I didn’t think it would be
of much interest to DOCV members, but a lot of people
seemed genuinely interested, it sure was an adventure and
more people are embracing the ADV life.

I

We were very lucky we managed to get away when we did,
we left on 22nd May, and I think Victoria went into another
lockdown on the 24th, but by this stage we were up at
Tibooburra.
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•

Keep the front end light, tyre on top of the sand, not
ploughing/ momentum is your friend

•

Stand up, weight the pegs, (lowers bike’s centre of
gravity) and lean back.

•

Arms, loosey goosey, but ready to catch the bike when
it tries to spear you off the track, which happens often.

•

Be ok with the fact that you’re kinda in control but not
really.

•

If in doubt, power out, once this one becomes
automatic, you’re right. This one is probably the hardest
to conquer, I mean the last thing you want to do when
things start to go pear shaped is give more throttle, but
99% of the time, it will pull you out.

•

•

Try to sit and have a rest when you can. Standing up on
pegs for extended periods is really tiring, pick spots
when you’re travelling to sit down, even just for a
moment, it’ll help keep fatigue at bay and stand back up
for the gnarly stuff
Drink lots of water, even if you’re not thirsty, even if
the weather isn’t hot, drink lots and lots of aqua.

Experience we’ve had with sand
Mitch; rode part of the way with a bunch of mates, all on old
1970’s Yamaha XT500’s in 2011. It was a super wet year and
the track wasn’t open form Poeppel to Birdsville. So they
rode from Mt Dare to Poeppel Corner and back. Mitch had
also made frequent visits to Beachport SA, riding in dunes
and buggy parks over the years. Various trips to the Sunset /
Mallee country, Little & Big Deserts and the Border Track.
Faz; Few rides in the Sunset country, Big & Little Desert
with us, various thrills and spills, off track detours, before
totally nailing it, and being hard to catch in sand.
Riley; A few rides in the Sunset Country, Big Desert &
Beachport dunes, only a few times in total…smarty pants.
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Me; Some years ago, I did a ripper impersonation of
Superman over the handle bars of my then WR250R in the
Big Desert, which ended up with me having a concussion and
an injured neck. After that, being a young mum at the time I
decided to step away from sand riding for a while.
Fast forward a few years and I got my KTM Freeride 350
which just seemed so much easier to ride. Perhaps having a
much lighter, more powerful bike and more bush experienced
had paid off, because I found riding sand much easier and less
scary.
In 2019 I stepped up to a KTM 690 (Riley commandeered my
Freeride,) by then I had more confidence so when we went
back to riding the Big & Little Desert and the dunes of
Beachport, although it wasn’t easy, I knew what I had to do.

Our Simpson Desert Crossing more prep
Mitch and Faz decided to share Mitch’s 690, Riley wanted to
have a crack at some of the sand, and I wanted to do the
whole crossing, so Mitch rigged up our Patrol ute to take the
three bikes on the back, water and all the fuel.
We also took our other Patrol wagon, which had our roof top
tent, fridge / freezer, kitchen, food and all our gear.
I mainly did all food prep the weekend before we left, cooked
up a storm of spag sauce, brisket casserole, chicken teriyaki
stir fry, I cooked a bunch of veggies and roast veggies,
steaks and cryovac them into small portions.
We left them in the freezer, and put them in the fridge to
thaw for dinner over the day.
The cryovacing worked really well, because we just heated
the water up and put the sealed bags in the water to heat up
the food, no messy saucepans to clean and we reused the
same water to clean bowels etc.

We’re off, 4 people, 3 bikes, 2 cars packed to the brim.

We stopped and waited for everyone to catch up, then one
by one we all headed up, I remember looking up and thinking,
okay.. okay… okay you got this!!

First night was our rendezvous with everyone else in
Mildura, it was also Nathan’s birthday celebration.

Made it to the top and for the first time, we would see what
it was all about.

Leaving Mildura the next day, we went the long way to
Birdsville, via Tibooburra, Cameron Corner, and Innamincka,
were we checked out the Bourke and Wills Dig tree, gees
they were shit-out-of-luck that day, pretty sad story that
one.

We all spent some time at Big Red, going up and down, the
cars too, most cars made it up, some didn’t, power isn’t
everything, its more about tyre pressures.

22nd May….

After a couple of days, we made it to Birdsville, it was way
further than I thought.
Until this trip I never thought that 100klms was just around
the corner.
First night at Birdsville, last real shower, last pub meal & a
total eclipse of the moon.
Ride out morning, and a few headed for the bakery, I wasn’t
very hungry, and not sure if caffeine was what I needed, but I
did still manage to down a latte and half a muffin, nerves
were starting to kick in a little I think.
Back at our cabin, we backed up the cars, and one of the
passengers from one of the other cars offered to drive the
ute for us, now that 2 of the 3 licenced drivers were riding.
We gathered out the front of the Birdsville Hotel, cars,
drivers, bikes and riders all lined up, and after a photo shoot
we were off.
We headed off to the start of the Simpson Desert, and to
checkout Big Red, a huge sand dune, famous in these parts.
After a while on the bitumen it turned to dirt, and we
approached Big Red from the East Side.

We then headed West along the QAA line, Faz, Adrian and
myself were off, zinging through the dunes for ages before
realising Ian and Bruce weren’t with us.
We stopped on top of one of the dunes and I got the 2way
out to see who was around and what was going on, turns
out, yep the first few cars were indeed stuck on the first
couple of dunes after Big Red, this ended up being a long time
waiting, the 3 of us almost falling asleep on the dunes before
getting the go ahead to take off again.
The dunes were a bit challenging at times, I wasn’t really
expecting the sand to be so soft and deep, but I guess there
had been a lot of cars through already.
A few of the cars were in front I think and found a spot for
camp, I was starting to fatigue, I guess because we had a bit
of a slow start and then waiting for cars, we hadn’t done
many klms but it sure felt like we did, and I started to make
mistakes, I dropped the bike pretty hard that afternoon,
rookie mistake but I knew I was tired, once I saw camp, that
was a huge relief.
Camp was on a clay pan in between sand dunes, and while
the kids played soccer or footy we set up our camps, and
thank god for our roof top tent, best investment ever, 30
seconds and its up. Awning out, sand mat down and kitchen
rolled in (made of stacked Dewalt tool boxes), we were set,
and the barrocca Tones gave me sure did hit the spot.
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Day two
Faz back on Mitch’s bike and we hit the dunes again, not
literally, well maybe some of us did
, the dunes were
fairly straight up and down, with some firm stuff in
between, more opportunities to have a seat while riding.
We rode to Poeppel Corner, which is the border of QLD, NT &
SA. Pretty cool to be there, quite literally in the middle of
Australia, we had no idea of lockdowns, and no idea what the
time was.

I knew it wasn’t ideal, but I had to stop on top of one of the
dunes, just to get my breath back and have a drink, I
remember thinking, where the f$#!@ is camp, then I saw the
car sand flags. Oh thank god!!

I couldn’t figure out whether we needed to add 30 mins or
take 30 mins off or add an hour, we crossed states so many
times, that alone was a bit amusing.

That night we sat around the camp fire, listening to tales and
tunes from young Jackson and James on their guitars, I think
I was in bed by 8pm, I wasn’t much of a night owl on this trip,
but come morning there seemed to be a few sore heads.

After we had a break at Poeppel corner we gathered up and I
followed Bruce, except after a probably 5 mins I realised no
one was following me, I pulled over and straight onto the
2way, Iano on the other end said I’d gone the wrong way and
that Bruce was actually chasing down Adrian who had also
gone the wrong way
.

Day three
Mitch on his bike and Riley on the Freeride, back into the
super challenging dunes, even Mitch said its softer and more
challenging that he remembers.

I turned my bike around, but it sank and so did my foot, so I
dropped it, no biggie, except I dropped it above me which
makes it super hard to pick up. I tried a few times to pick it
up, but I could tell I was going to hurt my back.

Part of the reason they were so challenging is because of
the traffic that had already gone through, but also because
the “chicken track” is now the main track, chicken meaning
easier track.

So I pulled the front around and let it fall down lower, and
heaved as much as I could using the technique I knew.

Over the years, big cars often towing trailers, took the
chicken track because they couldn’t get over the steep,
sharp dunes, and now the chicken track has become the main
track.

It wasn’t that easy, especially when I’m already vertically
challenged and my feet kept sinking. I got it up eventually and
headed back to PC.
After PC we headed out over the lake and onto the start of
the French Line, and straight into the biggest, softest dunes
any of us have ever seen, one by one most riders dropped
their bikes, and after a while of this riding, the wearies had
crept in.
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They may be a bit easier for the cars, but they’re sure as hell
hard core on the bikes.
These dunes always had corners to negotiate on approach,
so you can’t hit them at full speed, and at the top, there was
always sharp corners too, some of them had S bends on the
top and the softest sand we’d ever seen, trying to keep
momentum up during these dunes was super tough.

These were relentless, nowhere to sit down on the seat
even for a second, we had to be on the money the whole
time.
I remember thinking, Jebus if it’s like this the rest of the
way, I don’t know if I can do it, and in the end I just told
myself to pick a dune and stop on top, and have a rest.
There were no clay pans to be seen, no hard pack anywhere,
so even though it’s not ideal to stop in sand like this, I had to,
and I got really good at taking off in soft sand and getting to
the pegs real quick, so I was learning new skills, which was
helping.
I caught up to Mitch and Riley, yes even Riley did a ripper job
in this section, smarty pants. We had a break, and waited for
Iano, Bruce and the cars for lunch, Riley opted to put his bike
on the ute for the arvo, don’t blame him really.. haha
After lunch, (to be honest lunch for me was only water, dry
bikies and lollies,) we got moving again, and I was starting to
pick up my pace, probably a bit slow on day 1 but now I was
doing between 65 -70klms, way easier at speed.
I'm a bit disappointed that I didn't get any gopro footage in
the hard core stuff because I just couldn't let go quick
enough of the grips to push start.

Day four
Mitch back on his bike, I don’t think it was a particularly long
day but this day was probably my most enjoyable section of
the crossing, it was called the “The Washing Machine”.

We stopped and waited for the others and the cars for a
proper break and had a bite to eat. The afternoon was pretty
similar to the first day, some nice flowy dunes, straight up
and down, no bloody corners to negotiate at the top.
We found the camp for the night, another clay pan, and the
kids took turns riding Riley’s bike around the place, so great
to see kids along on this trip having an absolute ball.
That night we had clear skies, and with an hour before the
full moon came up, I grabbed my camera and tripod and took
some astro shots of the Milkway, and the Emu in the sky.

Day five
After brekky, which was basically coffee, (good percolated
coffee though) we played the daily game of car Tetris.
Faz back on Mitch’s bike and Riley back on his, we all headed
West again, the dunes were a pretty easy compared to the
days before, as we were pretty much out of the big dunes.
Wasn’t long before we stopped at Puni Bore, my god the
flies!!!!!
It was pretty cool to see the bore, while we were there,
there was a couple of guys under the picnic shelter pulling
their Husaberg apart to try and fix it, cause that’s what you
do in the middle of the desert, they caught up to us later at
Dalhousie.

It was a lot of fun, still soft sand, but it was flatter, there
were whoops and jumps and chicken tracks and main tracks,
holes to jump, Mitch and I were flying through.

Even though we were out of the big dunes there were
sections of deep sand we still had to ride through, I
remember going through the sand thinking it doesn’t look too
bad, maybe I’ll sit for a bit, seems the sand in the cause ways
was super soft and they had holes in them as well, let just
say I was pretty quick to get back on the pegs.

I learnt I could sit on the seat at times though here, and I used
some bumps and whoops to get me back up onto the pegs,
when needed.

One of our destinations was Dalhousie Springs, if you
haven’t been to Dalhousie Springs before, you need to stop
and take a dip, it was amazing.
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The cars were a fair way behind, but I couldn’t wait for my
togs so I hopped into the water in bra and undies.
A 30+ degree celsius, natural spring, and the noodles and
tyres were supplied.
After we all stayed for a while enjoying the water, us riders
got dressed again into our bike gear, ever tried getting
dressed when you’re still wet, that was an effort, but the
ride afterwards was so good, refreshing.
No fires in this area or camping, so we drove / rode up the
road for about 20klms to our camp site. No sand, just bloody
rocks!!
I’m not sure what’s more challenging, rocks the size of a
small dogs or soft sand, either one wants to put you on your
arse.
That night in camp we played Uno and trivia, no camp fires
allowed, but there was still a great vibe in camp.

Last day morning ride
Faz on Mitch’s bike, we all packed up our camps and headed
out onto the road for the last little bit to Mt Dare, it felt like
a race between the cars and bikes, was a pretty easy run,
the giant rocks were annoying though.
We were in Mt Dare pretty early, 10:30 or the likes….I could
not wait to have a proper shower.
Last night with everyone, we all had a ripper night at the Mt
Dare pub, great meals, great chats and memories to share,
more UNO and bed.
On the way home we went a different way to the others, on
the way back to Vic we stayed at Cooper Pedy (and I got my
opals that I have always longed for,) then to Peterborough,
before crossing back into Victoria.
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We took 5 days to cross the Simpson and although we could
have done it quicker, we wanted to stop and smell the
flowers and enjoy the adventure.
Mitch, Faz, Riley and Myself would love to do it again, but
perhaps we’ll go the other way, West to East, which I’ve
been told is a slightly easier way, because the dunes aren’t
so steep on the approach side. Then we will have done it
both ways.

Editor’s note: be sure to check out Katie’s YouTube channel
for GoPro footage from the trip!
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Desmoto member profile
MARK KIRK
Occupation?
I.T. Support Consultant - Have you tried turning it off and on
again?
What suburb do you live in? Sunshine
When did you first join DOCV? 2000
What made you join the club? Meet other Ducati riders
What bike(s) do you have? Monster S2R1000
What was your first bike? Kawasaki KL250 Road Trail
What's your dream bike? Desmosedici RR
What type of club events are you most interested in?
Weekend rides
What's your favourite Ducati colour? Red
If you have been a DOCV members for some time, which
was the most memorable club event you participated in,
and why? Any weekend ride
Your favourite road to ride in Victoria?
Healesville - Kinglake Rd between Toolangi and Chum Creek
What's the greatest bit of equipment you bought for
your garage/workshop recently?
Paddock stand, makes life easier adjusting the chain and
Duct tape for everything else!!
If you follow motorcycle racing, who is your favourite
rider? All time Mick Doohan, Valentino Rossi & Casey
Stoner, current Jack Miller

Do you follow any bike channels on YouTube, listen to
podcasts or read bike magazines? Any
recommendations? Brad The Bike Boy
Any final comment for the club, or Desmoto?
Looking for to getting back to PI for Moto GP
MORE PROFILES WANTED:
Help other members get to know you and complete our
member questionnaire for Desmoto:
https://forms.gle/Yft9fczPGcZAfLj1A
A free Google account is required to complete the form – this
is to allow uploading a profile image.
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Have you any bikes, parts
or accessories to sell?
Send ads to editor@docv.org
DRI-RIDER EXPLORER TAIL PACK: Only used once. Great
condition apart from one small rub mark. Bottom pockets zip
down for expanded storage (they’re like mini saddlebags).
Comes with a separate top cover with adjustable straps to
hold additional gear securely on top, plus a rain cover. Plenty
of loops/buckles/guides provide flexibility to strap down
from bottom, side and/or over top of bag. I had a couple of
extra loops sewn on so over-the-top straps couldn’t slip. •
Weatherproof storage • 600D ripstop construction • Large
expandable main compartment and side pockets • Cover for
loading extra gear • Comes with rain cover and shoulder
strap • Multiple attachment
straps • Reflective strip for
night safety • Size 680 x 350 x
410 • Size of centre square
section that sits on the bike or
rack: Approx. 310 wide x
330mm front to back. New
RRP $189.99, worth $80 to
someone? …. plus….
MIRRORS: Couple of sets of cheap
eBay mirrors I bought to test if the
style might work before spending a
motza on the Rizoma equivalents. I think
the bar-ends were about $20, the other
about $35. Installed briefly then back in
the box, so all fittings etc should be still
there. Buy me a beer. Geoff 0417 376
503. In North Brighton, or I can bring to a
club meeting if you wanted to take a look.
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NUMBER PLATE "DCATI”.
Looking at $2,500-$3,000.
Contact Stuart at
stuartparker@wildlifepark.co
m.au or 0407 546 821.

ANOTHER BLOODY MULTI FOR SALE. Ricardo offers his
2013 Multistrada 1200S to another careful owner! Only
24000 km, mostly in touring mode. rego to July 22. Just had
24k service at Mornington Ducati. New chain. Good tyres.
Full touring Kit - panniers/topbox/tankbag. Lithium battery
and upgraded starter wiring. Tuneboy cruise control &
mapping. Termi slipon. Scottoiler. All original muffler &
handguards etc in a box. Other minor mods but I’ve forgotten
what they are for. $14000 or thereabouts. Contact Ricardo
on 0419000320 or ricbegg@mac.com
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21 NOV 2021

Ride & Lunch with John & Caroline

DOCV EVENTS

Changes to details and new events may be added
after Desmoto goes to press, so please check
www.docv.org and the DOCV Facebook page for the
latest info before the event.

Please check the docv.org website for any registration
requirements – some rides require registration to
ensure adequate catering for meals, etc.
All rides leave on time. Arrive at least 30 minutes
earlier for a coffee with a full tank. Thanks!

17 NOV 2021

November General Meeting
https://docv.org/event-4460018
Yes, it is finally true! We are able to meet in person again!
We look forward to seeing you all at the Manningham,
please register your intention to come along. If he capacity in
registrations is reached we will use a different room so
register away!
When? Tuesday the 16th of November at 8:00 pm.
Where? At the Manningham hotel. 1 Thompsons Road,
Bulleen, 3105, VIC
As per usual, feel free to come in earlier, in order to grab a
meal or a drink at the Bistro.
What's on for the night? Andrew from Mornington Ducati
will fill us in on all things going on with our favourite brand!
Plus our usual raffle and catching up with our club friends.
See you all there!
17 NOV 2021

Rubicon Rumba Midweek II
https://docv.org/event-4369744
Postponed from 20 October.
Armando has engineered a morning that gets us to
Thornton's Rubicon Hotel for a timely lunch. The day is
approx 220 km so our finish at Healesville should not be late.
Evidence of Covid vaccination is a lunch prerequisite.

https://docv.org/event-4370493
Registration must close after Sunday, November 14
Join John & Caroline for a relaxing ride followed by lunch at
Nillumbik Estate winery. Departing Platters in Diamond
Creek at 9.00am for an easy paced 200km ride. There will be
a quick coffee and comfort stop at Flying Tarts bakery in
Kinglake West then on to Smith`s Gully for a leisurely lunch
at a venue close to Melbourne. This will leave the afternoon
free to extend the riding day to a destination of your
choosing or get home early to mow the lawn. Nillumbik
Estate will require all attendees to be double vaxxed.
A decent ride of 200 km that starts from Diamond Creek and
finishes with a leisurely lunch at Nillumbik Estate at Smiths
Gully (St Andrews). A stop at Flying Tarts Bakery along the
way makes it an indulgent kind of Sunday that ought to
appeal to couples. All are welcome within our cap of 30.
Registration will open nearer the time.
27 NOV 2021

Red Plate Ride
https://docv.org/event-4393666
Recent Red Plate events have been successful rides but
have not attracted old bikes in great number. Our Club
Permits and Spares guru Daryl Grant is trialing new ideas
following a survey of classic owners. This one is on a
Saturday and with a plan of “less canter, more banter”.
Distance is approximately 100 km in an arc between Lilydale
and Warrandyte. Lunch is at Yarra Glen and with other
pauses makes for an unhurried and chatty day.
Even if you don't have time for a ride or are a bit worried
about the distance (or reliability!) turn up for a coffee and a
yarn.
Enquiries: Daryl – spares@docv.org or 0419 525683
4 DEC 2021

Glenn’s Dargo Obsession
https://docv.org/event-4154799
Glenn’s Yearly Dargo Run. This ride and the number of
participants is dependent on Victoria's Covid restrictions.
Departing at 9.00 the route will take us thru the rolling South
Gippsland hills to our lunch at Yinnar Hotel.
We will have a short rest, recuperate and release in Loch
along the way.
Following lunch we will make our way to Dargo with a short
stop in Briagalong.
Sunday depart Dargo at 9.00 for a fill-up at Stratford, fuel/
food, then onto Longwarry Hotel for lunch.
Following lunch we will slip back to Pakenham BP where the
ride will finish.
For 2021 we shall re-introduce the formal evening attire, it's
not compulsory, just good fun.
We have all the motel rooms for couple accommodation
Dargo Central and Cathies House for single accommodation.
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15 DEC 2021

December Xmas General Meeting
https://docv.org/event-4460020
Our traditional Xmas meeting where we will not only have a
raffle that everyone will want to win, but we will award the
coveted Club honours.
Xmas decorations and cheer are a must!
19 DEC 2021

Gav’s Christmas Ride
https://docv.org/event-4370135
t ain't over till the fat lady sings and the year isn't finished till
the Big Fella runs his Chrissy Ride. Join Gav for a sackful of
joy, merriment and good cheer.
Leaving Pakenham McDonalds at 8.30 am sharp and heading
to Korumburra for morning tea. Next stop is Mirboo North
for fuel at the 140 km point, then to Neerim South Hotel
where the ride will officially end over lunch.
Ride distance is 270 kms, plus commutes.
Neerim South Hotel requires all patrons to be double vaxxed.
2 JAN 2022

New Year Yarck
https://docv.org/event-4370484
Blow away that post NYE fogginess and start testing those
resolutions. The plan covers a lot of territory for what is
only 315 km on indirect roads. Start from Healesville, west to
Broadford, north to Terip and east to Eildon. Lunch is at
Yarck Hotel. The finish point is also Healesville but can be
extended to Yarra Glen via Reefton if conditions are good.
Registration will open nearer the time.
Queries: Geoff – captain@docv.org or 0408 533152

who can maintain the speed limit throughout a long, hot and
tiring day. And all for a pie. Detail to follow, probable start
from Emerald. Queries: Garry Elphinstone librarian@docv.org or 0417 382794.
5 FEB 2022

First Aid for Motorcyclists
https://docv.org/event-4488954
As we mentioned recently we will be running a First Aid
for Motorcyclists course, because the more Club
members we have who know first aid the better
everyone will be on the, hopefully unlikely, chance that
you might need it.
Final details and the location will be confirmed once we
have final numbers, but at this stage we have one course
booked and if numbers allow we will book a second. We
require a minimum of 10 to run and a maximum of 15 per
course. Please continue through to the wait list if you are
interested but the event is booked out so we know when
we have enough interest to run a second course.
We will be running the Motorcycle Accident
Management Training HLTAID009 Provide
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation HLTAID011 Provide First
Aid course at a discounted rate for DOCV members of
$145 per person. This is a fully certified course that you
can also use if you need to maintain first aid qualifications
in any of your other lives.
Details on the course can be found here (https://
www.fafm.com.au/affordable-prices/)
PLEASE NOTE: there is some homework required prior to
attending the course. You will first need to register via
this link (https://reg.eventgate.com.au/Event/26744/
VICTORIADUCATI-OWNERS-CLUB) and you will then be
sent the details of the online work you will need to have
completed prior to the course.

16 JAN 2022

January BBQ

6 FEB 2022

https://docv.org/event-4406906
This is a provisional entry but on the calendar to sow the
seed early amongst owners of classic bikes.
We intend running a Sunday BBQ again...in lieu of our
traditional Tuesday night by the Yarra.....in lieu of our regular
January meeting. Last January showed promise for the day
to double as a 'show and shine' so this time we are
encouraging members to ride their older bikes in. The format
is likely to remain casual but do note the date as a social
opportunity with fellow red plate owners as well as the
wider Club.
The location is undecided but will again be metropolitan (last
time Caulfield Park). Accurate detail to follow.

Grampians Ride to Remember

30 JAN 2022

Bloody Long, Hot Licola Ride
https://docv.org/event-4370488
This is our annual, high summer ride to Licola. It may be a
Librarian out front but it is a tough one suited to hardy types
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https://docv.org/event-4514011
The 14th Annual Grampians “Ride to Remember” will be held
on Sunday, 6th February 2022. DOCV has no official
connection to the event however the date is a blank in our
own Calendar and it may interest some.
The ride is conducted by the Victoria Police Blue Ribbon
Foundation in support of Police Members who have died in
service. It is 197 km and will start in Ararat at 9 am and travel
a circular route including “morning tea at Buangor, then onto
Raglan, Elmhurst, and into the picturesque Pyrenees Region
via the Wimmera River Valley, Glenlofty, Malakoff Forest,
passing through the winery areas and onto Landsborough
before heading back via Crowlands to Ararat for a relaxing
lunch at the Alexandra Gardens”.
Further details including a Dinner on Saturday night (5/2) and
merchandise will be available when registration opens on 1st
December. Entry is $40 per rider/pillion.
www.remember.org.au

11-20 FEB 2022

2 MAR 2022

Tiger Hunt 2022

Midweek Place Holder

https://docv.org/event-4138750
The plan is to head straight over the Highlands from
Devonport for the first night at Strathgordon. It is followed
by two nights at Tullah Lakeside Lodge on the west coast,
single nights at Deloraine and St Helens, then a doubleheader in Hobart to finish. It is a double clockwise swirl that
gets the west in first, just to confuse the anticounterclockwisers.
Features of this Hunt include a multi-option day based from
Tullah, quality time in the hills of northern Tasmania, working
in the historic town of Ross (pictured) and sampling some
new roads down south. The intended route is here. More
detail was published in August Desmoto.
The event is capped at 36 riders. Pillions are excluded from
the cap and must register separately. Riders, please register
for the main event first as you are subject to the count of 36
bikes.
A registration deposit is set at $225 and is required from
both riders and pillions. It will be applied to a spread of things
including an event T shirt, our breakfast briefing in
Devonport, a morning tea at Longford (Day 1), a group dinner
at Tullah (Day 3), lunch at Riana on Day 4 and the Tiger Hunt
Dinner on our last night in Hobart. Refunds will reduce in line
with commitments made by the Club. No refunds will be
made after January 28, unless the event is cancelled.
Trip Notes will be issued after registration. They give the full
itinerary with everything you need to book ahead. Hunters
are urged to make Spirit bookings, at the least, promptly
after registration – TT Lines have a sympathetic refund
policy and will waive cancellation and amendment fees if the
unthinkable eventuates with Covid.
A contact list will be distributed within the group to assist
interaction and sharing initiatives. The default is that you are
on the list...please advise promptly if you want your email or
mobile withheld as the list will go out in the first
communication.
A Waitlist will be created should demand exceed places.
Queries: Geoff Salmon - captain@docv.org or 0408 533152

docv.org/event-4370467

6 MAR 2022

Place Holder

docv.org/event-4393703
A Sunday date and will be a red plate event if the stars align.
12 MAR 2022

Mini Turismo

docv.org/event-4393709
Mini Turismo ’22 is heading to East Gippsland. Orbost is base
for two nights in a program that includes NSW's Imlay Road
for something different. The snaking, 105 km of Bonang Hwy
is of course a highlight.
26 MAR 2022

The Spectacular Surf Coast Ride
docv.org/event-4393704
Orlando and Rachael are hosting an overnighter in their new
backyard. Accommodation is booked at Apollo Bay and a
weekend will be planned around it in the coming months.
10 APR 2022

Agnes Falls

docv.org/event-4393708
This is a place holder for a South Gippsland ride that takes in
Toora wind farm and the small but attractive falls on Agnes
River.

The mystery club identity is of course:
KATIE KEMP

Your DOCV Committee – who to contact if you need help or advice:
President

Vice President/
membership

Secretary

Treasurer

Club Captain

Desmoto Editor

Spares /
Club Permits

Mel Reynolds

Rachael Alexander

Peter Kardaras

Evan Rubenstein

Geoff Salmon

Matthias Siegel

Daryl Grant

Rides and
Fun Days

Desmoto

Spares, tools
and advice

All club matters

Membership,
Meeting minutes, Payments,accounts
Stands in for Pres official documents
andadvertising

pres@docv.org

vicepres@docv.org

sec@docv.org

treas@docv.org

captain@docv.org editor@docv.org

spares@docv.org
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DUCATI OWNERS CLUB VICTORIA
Riding Etiquette
1. Ride Your Own Ride/Pace:

2. Petrol:

The DOCV has riders of many differing skill levels as we have
no minimum standard of skill required to join (other than a
valid motorcycle license).

When meeting in the morning for a ride, you are expected to
have a FULL tank of petrol. If one fills up at a servo, we all fill
up. Use the lead rider as a guide.

Do not try and follow someone who is riding above YOUR
comfortable pace as you may not be able to react to an
emergency situation as well as they can. If you are pushing
your limits trying to keep up, you are more likely to come to
grief and possibly hurt others. The club would rather wait for
you than you have an accident.

4. Overtaking:

Know your own limits and ride to them!

3. Corner Marking:
Firstly, the ‘Lead’ rider and ‘Tail End Charlie’ (TEC) rider/s,
plus any variation to the standard corner making system, are
discussed at the riders briefing in the morning. So pay
attention!
Upon approaching an intersection or turn-off that moves
away from the current route, the lead rider signals to the
second rider in the group to stop and wait with their bike
clearly pointing in the new direction. Only once all other
riders have passed and the TEC arrives may the corner
marker move on and so on and so on.
If something needs to be communicated to a corner marker,
pull over and TELL them. You NEVER leave the corner till the
TEC comes through and the TEC does not pass anyone.
If you pull up at a T intersection and no one is there, STOP. It
is easier to phone someone rather than trying to find
someone heading in the wrong direction.
When on a big ride with lots of turn-off’s the leader rider
may pull over to regroup. If he stays on the bike, helmet and
gloves on, do the same. It usually means that we’ll be
continuing shortly.

5. Formation:
Formation is mostly used in transit sections and is the way
everyone rides staggered on alternate sides within a lane,
one bike in the right hand wheel track, the other, behind and
in the left hand wheel track and so on. For safety, as the
speeds rise, so should the gap between riders.
DO NOT ride side by side in the same lane. Keep to your side
of the road. Do not move to the other side of the road before
a corner (even on unmarked roads), it can lead to accidents
from vehicles coming the other way or from someone
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Riding in a group can be heaps of fun, but it’s also important
to remember those around for you. All we ask is that you
have consideration for the whole group when riding. If a rider
has caught up to you in a twisty section and they have their
indicator on they are asking nicely to overtake you, so help
them out, move to the left of your lane (if safe to do so) and
kick them through. They are most likely quicker and would
rather not overtake you in a dangerous spot/manner. And do
not race them to the next corner, this is very dangerous and
will not be tolerated.
BE PATIENT when you catch up to another rider, especially
as they will most likely be letting you through momentarily.
Most reckless overtaking moves happen because someone
is rushing or trying to keep up.
Most importantly, NEVER overtake on the left of someone in
a single lane, only overtake on the right. When overtaking
someone within the group don’t cut back immediately (if
possible) and spray them with stones from the centre of the
road. Avoid overtaking other bikes within the group at high
speed. They often don’t see you coming and it frightens the
crap out of them. When passing cars try to avoid overtaking
as a group. The lead rider may judge their ‘overtake’ so that
they can pass safely, but it may leave you hung out to dry on
the wrong side of the road.

6. New members:
For your first ride, the easiest place to start the day is at the
back of the pack, regardless of how good a rider you may
think you are. You most likely will have no idea of what
people are doing or how fast they are capable of going, so
this will save you from getting into a sticky situation.
If you are comfortably keeping up, you can slowly move
through the pack till you find someone who rides at the same
pace as you, and generally, this will be a good place to stay.
Try and avoid overtaking everyone in transit sections if it
means holding them up in the next twisty section.

DUCATI OWNERS CLUB VICTORIA

BECOME A MEMBER
AND ENJOY THE BENEFITS:
• Social interaction with other Ducati owners
• Organised rides on Victoria’s more interesting roads
• Service days, maintenance/repair/tuning,
advice from other owners
• Track days at the Phillip Island GP circuit
• Monthly club magazine (Desmoto)
• Discounts from a range of motorcycle
and accessory retailers
• Invitations to selected Ducati product launches
More Info: www.docv.org
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